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ABSTRACT

Integration of foreign DNA into the human genome is known
to be associated with certain diseases or syndromes such as
AIDS. Determination of the process and pattern of integration
within the host cell 's genome wil t help provide a better
ability to combat the disease process set ín motion by the
integration of these foreign DNA molecules into the human
genome 

"

Integration of foreign DNA into the mammalian genome has
not been extensively studied. Most of the studies that have
been done have used immortal rodent ceI I 1 ines as the
recipient of the foreign DNA. This project was designed to
examine plasmids integrated into the genome of primary human
fibroblasts.

The calcium phosphate coprecipitation gene transfer
method was used to transfer pRSVneo to primary hum4n
fibroblasts. The efficiency of transfection \ryas 1"67 X 1O-Ð,
This value is as high as the highest reported value in the
literature. Monoclonal and polyclonal populations were
selected and grown in a medium containing G-418 (geneticin).
DNA frc¡m these clonal populations was extracted and analysed
by Southern blotting for the presence of integrated sequences.
Sequences compatible with unique integration sites were found
in monoclonal populations and in one population which was
original 1y polyclonal , but became monoclonal during the
selection process. Potential integration sites were also
found in the other polyclonal population DNAs"

Postulated integration sites in some of the monoclonal
population DNAs were examined by probings with pRSVneo and
iRSVneo. Based on the results from these probings it appears
that the integrated plasmids suffered deletions before, while
and/or after integratlng into the genomic DNA. Based on
Southern analysis of Dpnl versus Mbol restrictions of clonaI
DNA, the sequences postulated to be integration sites were
shown to have been replicated in a eukaryotic ceI1.

Plasmid rescue was performed on both monoclonal and
polyclonal DNA, but only recombinant plasmids containÍng
hamster DNA were rescued" No recombinant plasmids containing
human DNA were rescued. The postulated Teason recombinant
plasmids containing human DNA weren't rescued is that
deletions were suffered by the integrating plasmids contained
sequences necessary for replication and or transcription in E.
coli

1V
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1 . OOO INTRODUCTION:

1"100 Inteeration of Foreisn DNA Molecules

Integration of foreign DNA molecules into a host cell's

genome is a biological phenomenon with important implications

in both the causation and potential amelioration or cure of

into a Host Cell's Genome

numerous diseases that affect higher eukaryotes. The

causative agent of Acquired immune deficíency syndrome (AIDS)

is a retrovirus currently called Human Immunodeficiency virus

(HIV). Retroviruses integrate within the genome of the host

ce11 they infect" Certain types of cancer àTe associated

with and are thought to be caused by viral integration within

host ce11 DNA" Conversely, the phenomenon of gene transfer

may be used to transfer a gene required for the amelioration

or riddance of a disease and its symptoms that affect an

individual" Some of the vectors which will like1y be used to

transfer the required gene to a diseased individual do

integrate within a host ce11's genome. Given the importance

of foreign DNA integration within a host ce11's genome, it is

vltal to understand the mechanisms involved in this

integration process.



Briefly, there are a number of crucial points that must

be addressed in developing an experimental protocol to
anaryze the integration process in mammalian celIs. First,
an effícient means of transferring a gene across the cel1

membrane is necessary. Whatever methods are used should not

be harmful to the recipient cel ls or to the vector.
secondly, it is necessary to be able to study unintegrated
vector as it is in the process of traversing the cytoplasm

and then the nuclear membrane" This allows us to determine

whether or not the celI alters the chosen vector before the

vector integrates into the host's genome. Any alteration of
the vector during transport could affect the integration
event" Third1y, it is necessary to be able to locate and

anaryze the integrated form of the vector and its cellu1ar
integration site. FinalIy, retrieval of the integrated form

of the vector is necessary to enable more extensive analysis
of the integrated vector and its integration site.



1"105 The Concommitant Development of Vectors

and Efficient Gene Transfer Methods

Research into the pt'ocess of integration of foreign DNA

molecules into a recipient cell's genome is extensive and has

focused on all major aspects of the integration process and

related processes.

For efficient transfer of a gene into a eukaryotic cel1

to occur, complex vectors had to be developed. Therefore, it

is not surprising that the development of complex vectors has

coincided with the development of efficient methods of gene

transfer.

E1 1em and Colter ( 1960 ) used RNA from the Mengo

encephalomyelitis virus to infect monolayers and suspensions

of L-mouse fibroblasts" The efficiency with which the RNA

infected these ce11s was a function of the osmotic plessure

of the medium used to infect the celIs. Exposing the cel1s

to the RNA in a -hypertonic medium that was four times the

osmotic pressure of physiological saline produced 10 to 20

times more plaques than were produced in isotonic medium.

However, the researchers found that the hypertonic medium was



damagÍng to

intact virus

the L-ce11

was inhibited

ceIls

The infectivity of

diethy I aminoethy I -dextran
(Pagano, 1965) "

was

The next step in the development of vectors involved

using viral DNA to lnfect mammalian cells" SV40 DNA was used

to infect primary African green monkey kidney ce11s j-n the

monolayer and that infection with

by hypertonic medium "

improved

presence of DEAE-D in Tris-buffered isotonic media. The

viral RNA for

through

(DEAE-D) in

efficiency of SV40 DNA infectivity using DEAE-D in isotonic

media was 100,000-fold greater than SV40 DNA infectivity in

straight isotonic media" This was the first instance of

significant infectivity of viral DNA for mammalian ce1 1s

grown in isotonic media. The effect of DEAE-D in isotonic

cultured mammalian

the use of

hypertonic medium

media upon intact virus varied as SV40 viral infectivity was

inhibited, rubella virus infectivity was enhanced, and foot

and mouth viral infectivity was unaffected (McCutchan and

Pagano, 1968 ) .

To this point, the transfer of a gene involved infecting

the recipient ce11s with a virus. Gene transfer methods weïe

developed which allowed the transfer of a gene without the

ì



need for infection.

The calcium phosphate coprecipitation techníque was

developed in 1973. The basic technique involves mixing DNA

and calcÍum chloride(CaCI2 ) in a phosphate buffer" The DNA

is coprecípitated with calcium phosphate (Graham and Van Der

Eb, 1973)" This solution is added to the recipient ceIls and

the precipitate adsorbs to the ceIIs" Transfer of the DNA

into the ce1ls occurs over a time period of approximately

twenty-four hours " Graham and Van Der Eb used Adenovirus 5

DNA to transfect human KB ceI1 monolayers. They found a

100-fold increase in the number of plaques produced by the

caleium-phosphate coprecipitation method over the DEAE-D

isotonic transfection technique.

technique has been the most commonly used technique for gene

transfer into mammalian cells. This was the technique used

in this project. For this reason, a detailed analysis of its

pert inent

5

calcium-phosphate coprecipitation technique was developed, it

has undergone several modifications to improve the efficiency

of gene transfer"

aspe ct s

The efficiency of the calcium-phosphate coprecipitation

technique was irnproved by adding carrier DNA (salmon sperm

DNA) along with the viral DNA to the phosphate buffer. A

will

The calcium-phosphate

be presented" Since the



precipitate was formed after the additíon of CaCI2" They

discovered that the addition of the carrier DNA increased the

efficiency of transfection and produced a linear dose

response for the amount of'plaques generated per microgram of

transfected DNA (Graham et " a1. , I974) .

Some researchers attempted to increase the efficiency of

the calcium-phosphate coprecipitation technique by briefly

exposing transfected cells to various chemical agents added

to the medium" Herpes Simplex Virus-2 (HSV-2) DNA infected

BHK-21 cells were briefly exposed to 25% dimethylsulfoxide

(DMSO) four hours after infection (Stow and Wilkie, 1976).

The number of plaques generated by this method was as much as

100-fold greater than the number generated by Graham and Van

der Eb's carrier modified calcium-phosphate method.

However, the degree of enhancement of infectivíty varied

amongst different recipient ceIIs. HeLa cells infected with

Herpes Simplex DNA by the DMSO-modifíed caleium-phosphate

technique only exhibited a 20-fo1d increase in plaque

production over the carrier modified calcium-phosphate

technique (Stow and Wilkie, 7976) . The DMSO modified

calcium-phosphate technique al so exhÍbited I itt 1e or no

improvement over the carrier modified calcium-phosphate

technique when Ad-$ DNA was transferred to the 2g3 cell 1ine,

which is an adenovirus - 5-transformed derivative of human



embryonic kidney cells (Frost and lilillÍams, ]-gr9)" In fact,

the DMSO was toxic to 293 ceIls" Frost and lVilliams searched

for a less toxic enhancer of infectivity. They found that a

brief postinfection exposure to 20% glycerol enhanced the

efficiency of infectivity and was not toxic to the cells"

The next step in the coevolution of vectors and gene

transfer with the calcium-phosphate technique involved the

transfer of viral DNA to mammal ian cel 1s fol lowed by

selectÍon for à specific viral gene. Bacchetti and Graham

(1977) transferred HSV-2 DNA to thymidine kinase deficient

human ce1ls. The HSV-2 contains a thymidine kinase gene

which codes for a thymídine kinase that is distinguishable

from the human form of thymidine kinase " The transfected rK-

cells were selected in c-HAT medium (15uS/m1 Hypoxanthine,

5ug /m I

researchers generated rK+ cel1s at an efficiency of 1x10-5(r

transforrnant per 100,000 recipient cel1s)" The TK enzyme was

extracted from the clonal TK+ cells and its thermal lability

and electrophoretic rate of migration were examined and found

to be those of the viral TK enzyme and not of the human TK

enzyme. The transfected colonies were capable of being

establ ished as cel I 1 ines . However, the degree of stabil ity

of the TK+ transfected ce11 lines differed. The results of

thymidine, and 0 "2ug/nI Aminopterin) .

the study indlcated that

These

if 10mg of cel lular DNA lvas



I

transfected into 2 X 109 mammalian ceIls, there should be one

transfectant generated. This was based on the assumption that

the efficiency of HSV-2 TK gene transfer could be extrapolated

to the DNA mediated gene transfer of cellular DNA between

mammalian cel 1s. Bacchetti and Graham felt that the

successful transfer of ce1lular DNA into mammalian ce11s was

the next obstacle to be overcome in this field.

This obstacle was overcome withín the next year by WigIer

et. a1. (1978), who modified the transfection protocol

employed by Bacchetti and Graham. Rather than adding DNA to

the buffer before the CaCI2 , the DNA and CaC12 were mixed

together and slowly added to a two times phosphate buffer

rvhile constantly agítating the buffer solution. The

precipitate was allowed to form at room temperature and was

added to the medium overlaying the cell monolayer" Other

modifications were performed, but the most important was this

modification. The modified technique allowed the transfer of

genomic DNA from à mouse clonal cell line that was TK+ to a

TK- cel1 line" The TK+ cel1 line was derived by transfecting

the HSV-2 TK gene into the parent mouse celI line which was

TK-.

sequence. The aim of lVigler et. a1" (1978) was to transfer

hieh molecular weight DNA containing the integrated viral TK

sequence in single-copy form into a TK- cel1 line in hope of

The genomic DNA contained a single-copy viral TK



I

generating Some TK+ clones" Upon analysis of the TK enzyme

produced by the TK+ clones, they found that this was the viral

TK enzyme, proving that they had success in transferring a'

single gene using high molecular weight DNA as the tranfecting

DNA The efficiency of transfection was in the range of 1'0x10-5

to 1.0x1rO-T transfectants per recipient ce11'

At this stage, the calcium-phosphate technique involved

exposing the recipient ce1ls to the transfecting DNA for 4

hours and selecting 20 hours later. Corsaro and Pearson (1981a)

aimed to enhance the effiency of gene transfer. The length

of DNA exposure and the timing of the onset of selection were

two parameters they examined. They studied the effect of

altering gene transfer parameters by monitoring the efficiency

of transfection of TK- mouse cel1s using DNA from Chinese

Hamster Ovary (CHO) ce1 1s and rat myoblasts as the

transfecting DNA" Increasing the length of exposure of the

recípient cells to the transfecting DNA to 24 hours as welI as

delaying the onset of selection by 24 hours ' resulted in a

20-foId enhancement in the effiency of transfection " They

were able to obtain a transfection efficiency of 2.5x10-5.

Corsaro and Pearson also determined the effect of D[{SO

exposure on the frequency of transfection of recipient celIs.

The DMSO exposure enhanced the efficiency when the recipient



cells were exposed to the transfecting DNA for à short time,

but had no effect if longer DNA exposure times were used

(Corsaro and Pearson, 1981a). In a separa_te article (Corsaro

and Pearson , 1981 5 ), these researchers tested randomly

selected TK- subclones for their competency of transfection.

They found significant variation in the transfectÍon

frequency amongst the subclones. Subclones exhibiting high

transfection competence bred true, while subclones exhibiting

low transfection competence did not. One subclone exhibited

a 2 to 4 fold enhancement of transfection efficlency over the

parental TK- clone. Transfecting the various subclones with

DNA using their modified version of the calcium-phosphate

technique, Corsaro and Pearson were able to obtain

transformation frequencies of 1x10-4 transfections per

recipient ceIl for the subclone with the high transfection

efficiency (Corsaro and Pearson, 19815).

10

This high efficiency of transfection was achieved for

the transfer of two different markers. Both TK transfer and

Na+-K+-ATPase transfer were achieved at higher rates of

transformation in the highly competent subclones than in the

lesser competent subclones. Corsaro and Pearson concluded

that competence for DNA-mediated gene transfer can be

influenced by genetic factors.



p1 asmid

In 7982,

experiments "

pSV2-cat 
"

acetyl-CoA:chloramphenicol 3-0 acetyltransferase (CAT) gene

placed under the transcriptional control of the Rous sarcoma

for

Gorman et "

virus (RSV) retroviral long terminal repeat (LTR) " The

use in calcium-phosphate

This plasmid was pRSVcat and derived from

results demonstrated that the RSV LTR was a strong promoter

when transferred by the caleium-phosphate technique into à

The

variety of mammal ian ceI 1s.

aL " constructed

p I asmid

produced greater leve1s of CAT activÍty than any other

eukaryotic promoters which were used to direct expression of

the

transcriptional activity of transferred genes is thought to

be a determinant of the degree of stable transfections.

pRSVcat

CAT

a recombinant

transfect ion

After constructing pRSVcat, this vector was used to

construct pRSVneo (Figure 1), which is identical to pRSVcat,

except that the CAT gene is replaced by the Tn5

aminoglycoside phosphotransferase gene (referred to in this

thesis as the neomycin gene)" This gene encodes resístance to

the aminoglycosides neomycin and kanamycin in prokaryotic

ce1 1s and to the aminoglycoside Geneticin (G-418) in

eukaryotic cel 1s.

gene. This vras Ímportant as increased

cont ains

11

They found that the RSV LTR

the
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3630
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Legend:

The shuttle vectors pRSV.r¡ and pRSV¡s6

3630

1. Rous Sarcoma Virus long terminal
repeat (RSV LTR).

2. pBR322 origin of replication and
Ampici I I in resistance gene .

3. SV40 Polyadenylation site.
4. SV40 Sma1l t intron.
5 " - cat gene, or neomycin resistance gene 

"

pR SVneo

4241



Both pRSVcat and pRSVneo are important vectors. The use

of pRSVcat enables us to measure the efficiency of gene

transfer by a quick transient assay " Using pRSVneo, one has

the capability to maintain selective pressure on the

recipient cells in order to obtain a higher percentage of

stable

nonselectíve conditÍons. Also, these vectors are shuttle

vectors, âs they are capable of replication and transcription

in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic ce1ls.

transformants than would be possible under

resistance in prokaryotes, were recently studied along with

other antibiotics to determine their mode of action (Moazed

and No11er, 1987). In general, the aminoglycosides are known

to prevent protein synthesis in prokaryotic and eukaryotic

ce1ls. The results showed that certain sites of 165 rRNA of

bacteria are bound by the different antibiotics" These sites

are specifically on the 30S rÍbosomal subunit and are thought

to correspond to the A-site and P-site recognized by IRNA.

The aminoglycosides to which the neomycin gene encodes

13

DNA-mediated transfection of primate cells was analyzed

to determine if they were capable of being transfected

efficiently and stably (Gorman et " aI.

transfection effÍciencies of two human cel

monkey cel I 1 ine were compared with those

t

11

of

1983 ) " The

ines and one

rodent ce1 1
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1ines" The vectors transferred to the recipient ce1ls were

pSV2neo, pRSVneo, and pSV2ept and pRSVgpt (Gorman et. aI. ,

1e83 ) .

phosphoribosyt transferase gene.

xanthine as the sole precursor for guanine in the salvage

pathway" Selectíon can take place when de novo synthesis is

The gpt vectors carry the xanthine-guanine

blocked by aminopterin and mycophenolic acid (Mulligan and

Berg, 1981). The SV2 vectors use the SV40 early promoter to

drive expression of the selectable gene, while the RSV vectors

use the Rous sarcoma virus Long terminal repeat promoter"

Gorman et. aI. , (1983) founcl primate cells to be as efficient

as rodent ce11s when transfected. A1so, the RSV vectors

exhibited higher frequencies of transfection of primate cells

than did the SV2 vectors. Gorman et. aI.

used pRSVcat and pSV2cat to transfect a number of mammalian

cel1 1ines, including CV-1 and discovered that about 10% of

CV-1 cells were transiently expressing CAT activity" For this

study, about 5% of CV-l celIs were stably transformed using

The gpt enzyme can use

the same gene transfer conditions.

between 1 and 10 integrated copies

The overall efficiency of transfection

lines was 1x10-3.

Gorman and Howard (1983) also attempted to increase the

efficiency of calcium-phosphate gene transfer by altering

chromatin structure within recipíent mammalian celIs shortly

(7982a) previously

Each clone contained

of the selectable gene.

of the transfected ce11
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after transfection" The SV2 and RSV plasmids used previously

by Gorman et. al " were used in this experiment. After the

glycerol shock step in the calcium-phosphate procedure,

sodium butyrate was added to the medíum overlying the

recipient ce1 ls. Sodium butyrate is thought to increase

transcription through the alteration of chromatin structure"

The addition of sodium butyrate increases the number of cells
able to express foreign DNA and the number of cells stably

transfected" There is also an increase in enhancer-dependent

transcription from the SV40 enhancer and the RSV enhancer" A

second treatment of sodium butyrate five weeks after the

first

recombinant plasmid genes. Again, these researchers found a.

corre 1 at ion

treatment

transfection (Gorman and Howard, 1983 )

the transfer of plasmid, phage and genomic DNA into human

ce11 lines using the calcíum-phosphate technique. They

wished to examine the frequency of stable transfection in two

human cel1 lines since very few studies using human cells as

the recipient cells-had been attempted (Gorman et. aI. , 1983

and Yfasylyk et. aI" , 1983). The two human cell lines chosen

were transfected using plasmid or genomic DNA at frequencies

si.mi1ar, but slightly lower than those seen for transfection

between transient

In L984, Drivatsan et

increases expression of integrated

express ion

a1. examined the efficíency of

and stable
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of rodent ce11 lines" The rodent ceII lines have transfection
-â -Âfrequencies of 1x10 to 1x1O u, depending on the cell line

used, while these two human cell Iines were transfected at
tr_î

frequencies ranging from 1x10-'to lx10-' . other human ceII

lines exhibited lower transfection effciencies (Drivatsen et,

aI" , 1984)"

effíciency

Amphotericin

Hidaka et.

recipient cells were exposed to this chemical 20 hours after

the initial transfection" They left the cells exposed to this

for 20 hours and found that the frequency of transformants

produced by calcj-um-phosphate transfection was increased.

However, enhancement of genomic DNA transfer was minimal.

of

al. , (1985) attempted to improve the

B which permeabilizes ce1 1 membranes " The

calcium-phosphate gene transfer using

efficient means of gene transfer "

The calcium-phosphate technique in its present form is an

use despite the fact that more efficíent means of gene

transfer and their concommitant vectors have been developed.

One of the more common and efficient methods of gene

transfer is electroporation" This method involves exposing a

suspension of the recipient cells and the transfecting naked

DNA to a high-voltage electric discharge. This procedure was

It is stil1 in widespread
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successfully used to transfect mouse L cells, mouse B and T

lymphocytes,

lymphoblastoid celIs (Potter et. a1. , L984)" The researchers

feel that this technique has t_he advantage over the

calcium-phosphate technique in that the number of integrated

copies of plasmid DNA transfected by electroporati-on is low

(1-15 copies)" Therefore detailed analysís of the DNA at each

of the integration sites would be possible (Potter et. al " ,

1984 ) .

human Burkitt tumour ce1 ls and human

This method was used to introduce a plasmid carrying

human -globin sequences into a mouse-human hybrid celI line

that expressed the human adult -globin gene at measureable

levels. The aim of this experiment was to determine if an

exogenously introduced piece of DNA could be targeted to a

specific sequence in a mammalian genome via homologous

recombination" The researchers were able to direct insertion

of the plasmid into the -globin locus in approximately 1 per

1000 integration events (Smithies et. a1 . , 1985 ) . These

results are important in that they show that directed

integrat ion is possible

frequency using this method.

even if it currently is at a low
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Chromosome-mediated gene transfer was developed in LgZ3

and was shown to be useful in constructing hybrid cel1s that

contain fragments of the selected donor chromosome (lr{cBride

and Ozer, Lg73)" However, this means of gene transfer has a

major drawback that has 1 imited its usefulness. Until

recently, only a few regions of certain specific chromosomes

could be selected for.

neomycin, can be inserted in the different chromosomes so that

hybrids containing any chromosome can be selected for

(Pritchard and Goodfellow, 1986) "

researchers cotransfer a plasmid containing a selectable gene

so that the recipient cel1 takes up both the plasmid and a

chromosome(s) (Pritchard and Goodfellow, 7987),

Retroviral gene transfer involves transferring a

recombinant retrovirus containing a selectable gene to

Now a selectable gene, such as

recipient ce11s. Recombinant retroviruses are defective and

not capable of packaging in the recipient cel1. One way to

overcome this is to transfer a helper retrovj-rus along with

the recombinant retrovirus to enable the packaging of the

recombinant retrovirus in the recipient ceIl. A second way to

overcome this is to transfect a cel1 line that produces the

necessary components for viral packaging. In doing this, the

defective retrovirus-- is packaged and can be used to infect

other celI strains/1ines so that the defective retrovirus is

Alternatively, some
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integrated into the cell's genome and the gene product of the

selectable gene is produced" Initially, retroviral infection

of cells infected approximately L5% of the recipient ceIls"

However, the efficiency of infection has been increased

through the use of different retroviral vectors such that the

percentage of cells infected is approximately 90% (BSIitis

et. a1. , 1985). Retroviral infection has several advantages

as a method of gene transfer" The retrovirus integrates in à

specific fashion such that it integrates in an intact form

with one copy per integration site (Varmus , L982). The use

of retroviral-mediated gene transfer has been extensive and

one of its most useful aspects is in the production of

transgenic mice. A recombinant retrovÍrus was used to

transfer the neomycin gene to preimplantation mouse embryos

such that 2 of 15 survj-ving embryos contained the neomycin

gene (Rubenstein et. a1.

deaminase-deflcient human

retrovirus containing the

These ceI 1s produced 12-fo

than skin fibroblasts from

L987).

Normal diploid skin

, 1986 )

fibroblasts from an adenosine

were infected with a recombinant

human adenosine deaminase gene.

1d more adenosine deaminase enzyme

normal individuals (PaImer et" aI"

Mouse haematopoetic ce1ls and fibroblasts were infected



wÍth retrovirus vectors carrying the neomycin gene from

different

researchers found that the expression of the neomycin gene

was the highest in haematopoetÍc cel 1s when the herpes

thymidine kinase promoter was used instead of the SV40 early

regÍon promoter. In constrast, the SV40 early region promoter

resulted in higher expression of the neomycin gene in the

fibroblasts than did the herpes thymidine kinase promoter

(Maeli et. aI" , 1987). Given the ability of the retrovirus

to integrate in an intact and single-copy form as well as its

ability to infect primary ce11s, retroviral-mediated transfer

is thought to be one of the most feasible means of

instituting gene therapy.

transcript ional regul atory

Ilicroinjection is another method of gene transfer that

has been developed" DNA may be injected into the cytoplasm

or the nucleus. It is extremely useful in creating

transgenic eukaryotes such as mice. Thus, as with

retroviruses, this method enables the study of either

integrated or unintegrated DNA in vivo in a developing

animal. An example of its potential is the microinjection of

cloned DNA sequences into sea uichin egg cytoplasm before

fertilization. Researchers found that the introduced DNA was

persistent in the embryo through the pluteus stage (lt{cMahon

et.a1" , 1985).

reglons.
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Poxvj-ruses are also being used to transfer genes into

eukaryotic cells. These viruses do no! integrate into the

genome of the recipient ceIl, but instead replicate and

transcribe in the cytoplasm of the infected ce11" Poxviruses

have the potential to serve as very useful eukaryotic cloning

vectors as they can incorporate at least 25kbp and they do not

have stringent packaging requirements (Smith and Iúoss, 1983)"

Additionally, there is the hope of using vaccinia virus to

create recombinants that would

vacc]-nes.

regulatory sequences and is not infectious as naked DNA

(Mackett et.

to develop a eukaryotic transient expression system. This

recombinant vaccinia virus vector contained the bacteriophage

Vaccínia virus has

T7 RNA polymerase gene Iinked to a vaccinia virus

transcriptional promoter" Target genes were linked to the

al. , 1982).

bacteriophage T7 promoter and terminator regions so the

polymerase would transcribe these genes. The researchers

found that the target genes' products were 400-600 times more

active than were the same genes under control of the Rous

sarcoma virus LTR or the SV40 early region promoter (Fuerst

et. aI. , 7986) " This vaccinia/TT hybricl virus provides

researchers with a powerful transient expression system.

function as live virus

its own transcriptional

Recent 1y, vaccinia virus lvas used



One of the main problems in the transfer and expression

of a gene Ín eukaryotic ceIls is that the amount of gene

product produced may be minute or excessive. In both of

cases this could be detrimental to the recipient ce1 1 .

Researchers have taken the first step to solving this

problem. A recombinant plasmid was developed that linked the

chloramphenicol acetyl

operator-repressor system of E" coli so that the CAT gene

could be turned on or off in a eukaryotic cell line. A mouse

cel1 line was developed that produced the lac repressor. The

researchers found that they could turn the CAT gene on with

IPTG (isopropyl p-D-thiogalactosidase) and turn it off with

the lae repressor produced in the mouse ce11 line. This

development is useful as it allows for the regulation of gene

expression for gene transfer experiments (Hu and Davidson,

Le87) "

transferase gene with the lac

22

mammalian replication origin "

Researchers feel that they may have isolated à functional

chromosomal regions that might initiate the amplification of

genes or regions of DNA, the CAD (carbamylphosphate

synthetase, aspartate transcarbamylase and dihydrooratase

protein) genes were transfected into hamster cells" One of

the transformants amplified the CAD genes approximately 100

In an attempt to identify
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times more than the other transformants " A subclone of the

transformant contaÍning the amplified genes gave rise to an

episome containing the CAD genes" This episome replicated

approximately onee per cel I cyc1e.

information, the researchers think ihey may have isolated a

functional mammalian replication origin (Carrol I et. aI . ,

1987) "

construction of vectors which will replicate autonomously and

perhaps in synchrony with the recipient ceII's DNA. This is

important as there would be no integration and thus

disruption of the cell's genome. This may be the next step

in the development of efficient vectors which do not disrupt

the ce11's genome and impart to the recipient cel1s a useful

gene which might be lacking in that ceI1.

If this is the case, this wi1 I a1 Iow for the

cells, research into the transfer of genes into yeast has

been carried out. Cloning in yeast alIows isolation of genes

and regulatory sequences from yeast and higher eukaryotes.

Yeast is easily and rapidly propagated, has a high frequency

of transformation and its biochemical and physiological

similaríty to bacteria allow the use of techniques developed

for bacterial systems.

In addition to gene transfer into higher eukaryotic

Based on this

In L978 transformation of yeast cells was accomplished by
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two dífferent groups of researchers. A yeast straín that was

1eu2- was converted to LEU2+ by transferring the 1eu2 gene to

the yeast cel1s via a chimaeric ColE1 plasmid. In this study

the chimaeric plasmid integrated into the yeast chromosomes

at several sites (Hinnen et. a1. , L978) " Another researcher

developed a chimaeric plasmid that carried the yeast 1eu2

gene and replicated autonomously when transferred into yeast.

A 1eu2- strain was converted into a LEU2+ strain after the

transformation (Beggs, 7978) "

In 1981 plasmid vectors capable of transferring large

DNA fragments to yeast were developed. These vectors were

used to transfer large fragments of DNA from Zea mays and

Klebsiella

pertinent as eukaryotic genes are large

and therefore cannot be cloned in bacteria"

pneumoni-ae (lt4orris et. a1"

The development of vectors and gene transfer methods has

not been limited to yeast and animal cells. Plants have also

had genes transferred to them. In 1986, electroinjection was

used to transfer tobacco mosaic virus RNA into mesophyll

cells of Nicotinia tabacum var. Samsun. The injected gene

was successfully expressed (Morikawa et" a7" , 1986).

Another example

, 1981 ) " This is

and contain introns

of gene transfer into plant cells



involved the transfer óf a gene giving protection

attack" Bacillus thuringiensis toxin genes were

to

Agrobact er ium-medi at e d

Nicot in ia

transgenic plants were resistant to i
produced the toxin genes (Vaeck et. al. ,

In short, the development of efficient gene transfer

methods and the appropriate vectors for eukaryotic ceIls is a

rapidly proceeding and diverse area of research with lower

and higher eukaryotic systems -both animal and plant- being

used.

tabacum

T-DNA transfer

var. Petit Havana

1.110 Vector-Host Ce11 ïnteraction Preceding Integration
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from insect

t ransferred

SR1 by

" The result ing

nsect attack as they

1987).

of the Vector into the Host CeI1 Genome.

After transferring the DNA into the recipient ce11, the

DNA must traverse the cytoplasm, pass through the nuclear

membrane and then through the nuclear matrix before

integrating into the host cel I 's DNA. During this travel ,

the transfecting plasmid DNA is subject to end-modification

and fragmentation as it traverses the cytoplasm and

nucleoplasm before integrating (lÏake et. al" ,1985).



vector molecule also interacts with

and host molecules. This interaction

between the interacting molecules.

íntegrated plasmid is often an

transfecting plasmid"

Several researchers have

recombination between vector and

vector and host molecules.

DNA sequences cotransferred by the calcium-phosphate

technique. The recipient cells were TK-aprt- mouse L cel1s.

These ce1 ls were cotransfected with the HSV-1 TK gene and

either pBR322 or SV40 DNA. Restrieted DNA from 5 TK+ clones

26

other veetor molecules

leads to recombination

Consequently, the

altered form of the

Anderson et. a1. , (t982) examined recombination between

was examined by Southern analysis " These researchers

discovered restriction endonuclease fragments that hybridize

studied the effects of

vector molecules and between

to both TK and pBR322 or SV40 " Also, some fragments

hybridize to each of the cotransferred vectors and to

cellular sequences. Head to tail linkage of pBR322 molecules

interspersed with linkage to the TK gene and DNA of unknown

(presumably human) origin was found at one integration site.

These investigators rescued one plasmid and found a region

of short homology near the junction of a linked pBR322

molecule and a TK gene. Based on this, they postulated that
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homologous recombination might have occured between combined

vector sequences and, by extrapolation, between cellular DNA

sequences and vector sequences (Anderson e.t " al "

Anderson

rescued from

pBR322. Four

six recombinant junctions 
"

they found stretches of partial homology of approximately 20

to 50 base pairs " They proposed a model in which the 20 to

50 base pair regions of patchy homology of the two vectors

align next to each other, and subsequent staggered cutting

et.

a cotransfection of à HSV-1 TK gene and of

of these seven plasmids contained a total of

a1. , (1984) also examined seven plasmids

and joining occurs " This staggered cutting also cuts one

donor molecule in the region of homology while the other

donor molecule is cut at a spot that is a multiple of 13.5

base pairs àway " In three of the six recombinant junctions,

the second donor molecule is cut far away from the homologous

Near each recombinant junction

region.

L982)

pair fil 1er DNA separating the donor molecules. The

researchers felt these fillers resulted from insertions of

excess pBR322 fragments into the gap formed by the

recomblnation event.

In these three junctlons, there is a LT to 19 base

Other researchers have

with fi1 1er DNA inserted "

isolated recombinant junctions

The majority of cases involving
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filler DNA have traced its origin to input DNA. lïi1liams and

Fried (1986) isolated a recombinant junction in which the

fil1er DNA was derived from a single-copy host sequence 65Obp

upstream from the integration site of the vector"

Song et. aI. , (1985) contructed two recombinant pSV2neo

plasmids. These plasmids contained nonoverlapping deletions

in the neomycin gene.

double-strand breaks on homologous recombination between the

two recombinant plasmids when they were cotransfected into

ce1Is. Double-strand breaks at the sites of the deletion were

shown to increase the frequency of recombination. Breaks

outside the neomycin gene had no
recombination.

Nonhomologous recombination involving transfected DNA

was examined by Roth et . a1 . , ( 1985 ) " SV40 DNA was

linearized by cleavage with two restriction enzymes. The ends

of the linear SV40 DNA were mismatched. This DI{A was

nonviabte and transfected into cultured monkey ceIIs. Viable

SV40 recombinant DNA was generated by cel 1-mediated

non-homologous recombination. Analysis of the generated

recombinants suggested that the non-homologous

recombination occurred by direct ligation of the ends or

repair synthesis directed by terminal homologies of à few

They studied the effect of

effect on the rate of
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recombination in mammalj-an ce1ls by_ transfecting cells with

single and double stranded DNA substrates. Previously, these

researchers had proposed that linear molecules with

homologies near their ends can be efficient substrates for

exonuclease activity in either the 3' to 5' or 5' to 3'

Lin et al "

di rect ion .

complementary single strands that pair in the homologous

regions, leadlng to the formation of a" recombinant molecule

(7e87 )

(Lin et. aI. , 198 ).

reconfirmed that double stranded breaks in a transfected gene

j-ncrease the frequency of recombination. AdditionaIly, pairs

of single stranded DNA substrates containing shortened TK

gene were cotransfected into ce11s. Annealing of these two

substrates generates two recombination intermediates. One

recombination intermediate is the favoured substrate for 5'

to 3' exonuclease activity, while the other is favoured for

3' to 5' exonuclease activity" These researchers found that

the intermediate favouring 3' to 5' exonuclease activíty

generated 10 to 20X more recombinants (Lln et " aI " ,7987) "

Intact and modified pRSV2-Spt was transfeeted into a wild

type CHO line and a mutant CHO ce1l line. This mutant cel1

I ine is inefficient in DNA strand break rej oining and

This exonuclease activity would generate

studied extrachromosomal

29

The 1987 article by Lin et. al.
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efficient in sister chromatid exchange (SCE) " The mutant and

wild type CHO 1 ines exhibited only one difference upon

transfection with pSV2-gpt on its modified forms. The mutant

cell line's ability to 'generate intact pSV2-gpt from the

modified pSV2ept was reduced"

required to generate the intact form of pSV2-gpt. However,

both cel1 lines were able to integrate and express both

linearized and intact pSV2-gpt forms. The researchers felt

that the high frequency of SCE might be related to the

inability to efficiently recombj-ne foreign DNA molecules.

This suggested to them that it is the same enzymatic

machinery used to process both host and exogenous DNA in

mammalian cells (Hoy et. a1. , 1987).

An assay to determine the relative 1eve1s of homologous

and nonhomologous recombination in transfected mammalian

ce1 ls was developed (Brouil lette and Chartrand , L987) " A

shuttle vector was generated by recombination between a

bacterial vector and a marnmalian vector by cotransfecting the

Homologous recombínation is

two vectors onto mouse ce1 1s "

regions of homology.

examined and the great majority were found to have recombined

by nonhomologous recombination.

nonhomologous to homologous recombination \ryas influenced by

the degree of homology, and by introduction of double strand

The recombinants generated were

These two vectors share

The relative frequency of
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breaks in the mammalian vector in both vectors at

asymmetrical positions. However, introducing double strand

breaks in the bacterial vector or at identical positions in

both vectors did not j-ncrease the relative frequency of

homologous to nonhomologous recombination.

The type of recombination between cotransfected vectors

and the host cell DNA has been extensively studied" The

resurts appear to show that while both homologous and

nonhomologous recombination occur, recombination is mainly

nonhomologous (Brouillette and Chartrand, L?BT).

Transfection of DNA into cel Is not only results in

vector/vector or vector/host recombination, but also has been

shown to generate sma1l polydisperse circular DNA (spcDNA)

molecules (smith and venograd , 1972) " These researchers

transfected DNA of approximately 5 to 15kb, vet it was the 1

to skb size range of DNA that \ryas increased upon transfection

of the host cells " They mock transfected host cells and

these did not exhibit an increase in spcDNA. These

researchers concluded that the spcDNA is produced by the host

ceII in response to DNA entering the cel1 (IViberg et. aI. ,

1e86 ) "

Integration of cel1ular DNA into transfected and rescued
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vector DNA molecules has been reported (Razzaque et" aI"

,1983 ) " Some researchers believe this eel lular DNA is of

spcDNA origin (Wiberg et. a1. , 1986).

Hwang and Kucherlapati (1983) transferred SV40 DNA into

a transformed hur'ran f ibroblast Iine " They determined that a

functional SV40 genome was integrated in chromosome 7. They

found that multiple normal and defective SV40 copies were

integrated in tandem at the site in chromosome 7. The

researchers felt the multiple copies of SV40 were in tandem

array before integration and integration occurred as a single

unit "

Research into vector rnodification within the host cell

has demonstrated that the vector often undergoes significant

modification before stably integrating into the host's

genome.

modifications to the vector occur that have not yet been

detected.

Undoubtedly, more extensive and damaging
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The process of integration of vector DNA into the host

cell's DNA is not well understood. This is due in large part

to the fact that the probable occurence of postintegrational

events (deletions, âoplifications or rearrangement of viral

or cellular DNA) make it difficult to determine how the

integration event actually occured" Hwang and Kucherlapati

(1983) studied the integration site of SV40 genomes in a

transformed human fibroblast line. They found that the site

of integration was on chromosome 7. They generated hybrid

ce11s between mouse cells and the SV40 transformed human

fibroblast " Southern restriction analysis of the SV40

transformed human parent fibroblast DNA of several hybrid

ceI1 DNAs, and of DNA from subclones of the SV40 transformed

human fibroblast, revealed that the single integration site

present in all of these DNAs was composed of tandem copies of
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normal and defective SV40 DNA.

revealed that the different DNAs were very closely related'

but were not aI 1 identical.

integrated DNA underwent alterations between the time of the

inital integration event and the time necessary to generate

the hybrid and subelonal ce11 lines. These results indicated

to the researchers that following the initial integration

However, the analysis

This indicated that the



event ,

unst ab 1 e

and ceI 1u

the viral

and this

1ar DNA"

Gahlmann and Doerfler analYzed

adenovirus type-2 integration sites in
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sequences at the integration site are

can lead to loss or rearrangement of viral

line" They found loss and alteration of

loss or alteration of the cel lular D¡lA at

(Gahlmann and Doerfler, 1983).

Retrovirus integration is the best understood form of

foreign DNA integration into ce1lular DNA" This integration

results from recombination between the retroviral LTR and the

cellular DNA. The 3' end of the pol gene in retroviruses

codes for integrase. Integrase cleaves between the ends of the

two LTRs of the provirus and also cuts the cellular DNA.

Recombination between the viral and host DNA occurs at the

integrase cleavage site in the viral DNA" The choice of host

sequences for recombination appears to be random' even though

a small stretch (4, 5 or 6 base pairs) of cellular sequences

is duplicated upon integration of the viral DNA (Panganiban,

1985). One other important factor which may be a general rule

of integration , is that proviruses apparently integrate into

newly synthesized DNA and thus would require chromosomal DNA

replication in order to integrate" Although specific cetlular

the junctíons of

a transformed hamster

the viral DNA, but no

the integration site
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sequences ar'e not integrated into by the retrovirus, there is

evidence that retroviruses exhibit regional specificity for

their choice of integration site" A number of researchers

have shown that retroviral integrations occur near DNase-I

hypersensitive sites. These sites are thought to represent

regions of chromatin that are preferentially available for

entry of proteins which are necessaTy for replication'

transcript ion and real'r'angement of DNA (Vii aya et . al " ' 
1986 ) '

Viral integration into the recipient cel1 DNA has been

studied more extensively than plasrnid integration into the

ceIluIar DNA. Those studies involving plasmid integration

indicate it is not mediated by homologous recombination.

These studies used the calcium-phosphate technique to

transfect the plasmid DNA. Transfection of plasmid DNA is

thought to result in random íntegration of the plasmid into

the host cel 1 genome and to involve integration event

mechanisms other than homologous recombination (Lin et. a1. 
'

1985) (Smith and Berg, 1984).

Consequently, little information

process of plasmid integration into

discerned from these studies. However,

concerning the actual

cellular DNA has been

these studies are



s igni ficant

integration plays an insignifícant role in integration of

plasmid DNA into cel1ular DNA" If gene therapy involving

integration of the transferred gene is to become a reality,

better techniques are necessary for targeting of genes to

specific sites within the cel 1u1 ar genome (Thomas et . aI .

,1986)"
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in that they demonstrate that homologous

Czernilofsky et. al. , (1986) transfected a plasmid

into plant cells by the calcium-phosphate technique and by

cocultivation with a natural plant ce11 vector" They found

that the calcium-phosphate transfection of the plasmid

resulted in structural changes and concatametizations of the

plasmid, while the cocultivation technique did not. They

also found that once integration has occured, the DNA at the

integration site is stable and genetically transmitted" In

fact, for the calcium-phosphate transferred plasmid,

integration occurs in arrays of multiple copies of mostly

identical altered units of DNA.

Research into calcium-phosphate mediated plasmid

transfer has shown plasmids integrated at the low-copy leveL

and that the plasmids are often structurally altered.

Tandemi zation has' been shown to occur for vector DNA

integrated in animal ce1ls with the tandemization occuring in



à head to tail

DNA (Czernílofsky

The general process of p1

However, the specifics in terms

involved in the integration

integration site becomes stable

stable are not known.

fashion for both

et. al" ,1985).

It does appear that chromatin configuration can affect

choice of a vector's integration site. Integration of

Adenovirus 72 DNA into mammalian cells has been shown to oecur

within a smal1 number of chromosomes (Voge1 et. al. ,1986).

Most of the research indicates that vector integration into

host DNA occurs in a random fashion with respect to DNA

sequences. Specific sites of viral integration have been

shown to be preferred in some tumour cell lines. However,

these cells are simply noticed due to their tumorgenicity and

it is likely that the overall integration pattern of the

vi-ruses is more or less random (SiIver and Buchler, 1986).

altered and
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unaltered vector

asmid integration is known"

of what cellular enzymes are

event, when and how the

, and how long it remains

The majority of research concerning gene transfer into

mammalian ce1ls has involved the use of roclent cells. Almost

all of this research has involved the use of transformed

ce11s" This type of research has supplied detail concerning
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the mechanism of gene transfer and the process of integration.

7"tzo DNA Transfer into Primary Mammalian Ce11s.

Gene transfer into primary human cells Ís an inefficient

process. Use of the calcium phosphate technique to transfer

genes into primary cel 1s is approximately 100 fold less

efficient than the transfer of genes into transformed cells

(Gorman et. aI. , 1983)

transfer into primary

1 ines , different ce 1 1

susceptability to gene transfer

attempted by researchers using the calcium-phosphate

technique" They found that the efficiency of transfections

was much lower than that obtained for transfection of cel1

1ines" For one primary strain of human embryo fibroblasts, a

transfection efficiency of 1x10-5was obtained. However, other

Transfection of nonimmortal ized or primary cel 1s was

" Few researchers have performed gene

cells. Just as for transformed cell

strains exhibit widely varying

primary cel ls were much less amenable to successful

transfection (Gorman et. al " , 79826) "

Electroporation was used successful 1y in transferring
pSV2cat into primary rat hepatocytes " Previously these

researchers had tried unsuccessful 1y to transfect primary rat
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hepatocytes by the calcium phosphate method. They fett this

was due to the toxic effects of this method on the cells.

These researchers felt that electroporation was a useful

method for obtaining transient expression of foreign genes in

primary cel1s and were going to determine its ability to

stably transfect primary cells (Tur-Kaspa et. aI. , 1986).

Laser micropuncture of

stably transfect a human

method was 10O-fold that

This method should also

transfection in primary cel

not test this (Tao et. aI. ,

recombinant

Wong

the ceI1 membrane was used to

ce11 1ine" The efficiency of thís

of the calcium phosphate method"

increase the efficiency of

ls, although these researchers did

L987).

interleukin-3 (IL3) gene and the neomycin gene" Introduction

of this recombinant retrovj-rus into primary hemopoietic cells

resulted in G-418 resistant immortalized ce11 lines (I/ong et"

al " , 1987).

et. al. infected primary hemopoietic ce11s with a

retrovirus

transfer using pr

nature are 1 imited

and to the short

Palmer et " al " wished to study gene expression and gene

containing the growth factor

imary human fibroblasts. Studies of this

due to inefficient gene transfer techniques

lifespan of the fibroblasts. They wished to



det ermine

would be inhibited because of the different growth

eharaeteristics of primary human fibroblasts. They discovered

that retroviral transfer wilt efficiently transfer genes into

primary human fibroblasts" This was a 500-fold increase over
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if retroviral infection of primary human fíbroblasts

other gene transfer methods (Palmer et. a1.

adenos ine

ret rov i rus

These cel

than skin

, 1987).

PaImer et " al. also infected

de aminase-de f ic i ent

cont ain ing the hurnan

1s produced t2-fo1d more

fibroblasts from normal

Another gene transfer method recently developed is

similar to the calcium phosphate method. This method uses

strontium ions to form the DNA-phosphate precipitate.

Strontium is not as toxic as calcium to the primary cells.

Primary bronchial epithelial ce11s were stably transfected

ADA- skin fibroblasts from an

human with a recombinant

,1987)

using this method (Brash et. al "

adenosine deaminase gene.

adenosine deaminase enzyme

individuals (Palmer et " a1.

hepatocytes " They believed stable integration

I/o1f f et "

hypoxanthine/guanine phosphoribosyl transferase

neomycin gene occurred

aI " (L987 ) retroviral 1y infected

, 1987)

They based this belief

primary rat

of the human

gene or the

on the fact
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that they immunoprecÍpitated the human HPRT protein 25 days

after transferring the HPRT gene to the ce11s, and

immunoprecipitated the amidoglycosyltransferase gene 74 days

after transferring the neomycin g"_t". The ef f iciency of

transfection could not be t".rr"àte1y measured as the primary

hepatocytes were only able to replicate a few times and could

not proliferate when plated at low cloning densities.

1"300 Aims and Methods of this Proiect.

This project was designed to adclress several areas in

the fields of gene transfer and integration studies that have

not been extensively studied. The major aim of this project

was to transfect a plasmid carryíng a selectable gene into

primary human fibroblasts and to analyze the integrated

plasmicls. The hypothesis was that the integrated plasmids

would suffer deletions and would integrate in à random manner

with respect to genomic sequences "

were used to perform this studY.

The calcium-PhosPhate method

transfer pRSVneo into primary human

Southern blot analYsis was used

The following methods

of transfection was used to

fibroblasts.

to determine whether
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integrated plasmids were intact, to produce a restriction map

of the integration site if possible and to determine the

approximate size of their integration site as encompassed by

Xbal restriction sites

The technique of plasmid rescue was usefl to retrieve

recombinant plasmids. The retrieved plasmids were analyzed

by Southern blot analysis to determine the origin of the

recombinant DNA.



2.O00 MATERIALS and METHODS"

2 " 1OO Culture Methods.

The human ce1ls used were primary fetal skin fibroblasts"

These cells were designated DCF" The hamster cells used as

controls in various experiments were transformed lung

fibroblasts and were designated CHWl 103. This hamster cel I

line is tetraploid and HPRT-ve" Both the human and hamster

fibroblasts were grown in McCoy's 5A medium (HSC Modified with

L-Glutamine and without sodium bicarbonate) supplemented with

10% fetal bovine serum and 0.026M Sodium bícarbonate.

Penicillin at 100 units/m1 and streptomycin at 1Oug/m1 were

included in the medium to minimize bacterial contamination.

These ce11s were passaged 6 times before being transfected.

2.105 Cryostorase of Fibroblasts
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G-478 resistant fibroblasts from one 150mm plate were

trypsinized with 3m1 of trypsin and then were pipetted off the

plate and added to 10m1 of McCoy's 5A Modified medium in a

polystyrene tube" This suspension of ce11s was centrifuged at

1 100rpm for 5 minutes in a tabletop centrifuge. The
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supernatant was poured off and the sedimented cel ls u'ere

resuspended in 1"OmI of McCoy's 5A Modified medium which

contained 8"O% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). The ce11 suspension

was then transferred to a freezing vial ãnd placed overnight

at -70oC. The next day the vial was transferred to the liquid

nitrogen storage tank"

2"2O0 Gene Transfer.

2"2L0 Determination of the Suitability of DCF for

The method used for gene transfer (Figure 2) was based on

the calcium phosphate coprecipitation technique developed by

the calcium phosphate Gene Transfer Technique.

Gorman et al , 1983. Primary human fibroblasts were seeded

at 100,000 ceIls per p1ate. The plates were incubated for 24

hours at 37o C" The plasmid DNA was formed into a calcium

phosphate precipitate in the following manner. One hundred

rnicrograms of plasmid DNA were mixed with sterile water and

155u1 of 2M CaCI2. The final volume of this solution was 5ml.

This solution was added at a rate of 1 drop every 2 seconds to

a 5mI solution of 2X HEPBS Buffered Saline (HBS) with constant

agitat ion "

to form at

gent 1y mixed

The calcium phosphate DNA precipitate was allowed

room temperature for 30 minutes " The solution was

and lml of solution was added per L00mm plate
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containing 10ml of McCoy's 5A Modified medium. Four hours

1ater, sodium butyrate was added to the medium at a

concentration of 6mM. The solution was removed twenty hours

later and the cells were e*po=ed to 1.5m1 of 15% glycerol/HBS

for 45 seconds at 37oC. The glycerol solution was suctioned

off and replaced with McCoy's 5A Modified medium. The cells

were harvested 24 hours later and cel1 free extract was used

to perform a Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) assay. A

transfection of DCF with pRSVcat was performed to determine

the suitability of DCF as a gene transfer recipient. The

experiment ínvolved exposing the fibroblast monolayer to the

DNA precipitate for either 72 or 24 hours. Additionally'the

fibroblasts were only exposed to 6mM sodium butyrate for t2

hours. Fifty percent of the fibroblasts had sodium butyrate

added 4 hours after addition of the DNA precipitate. The

sodium butyrate was removed 16 hours after the addition of the

DNA precipitate to the ceI 1s " The other 50 r. of the

fibroblasts had sodium butyrate added immediately after the

glycerol shock treatment and then removed at hour 36 after the

addition of the DNA precipitate to the fibroblasts"

The effect

by transferring

performing

chloramphenicol

of each of these modifications was determined

pRSVcat to human fetal fibroblasts and then

assay of the transient activitY of

acetyl transferase (Figure 2). This assay was

an



done accordíng to the method of Gorman et al. , 1983.

2.2L5 Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) assay"

The CAT assay was performed according to the protocol of

Gorman et al , 7982. Cells on 100mm plates were washed 3

times with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS). One millilitre of

Tris-EDTA-NaCl was added and left on the cells for 5 minutes.

The ce11s were scraped off with a rubber policeman and

dispensed into 1 " 5m1 Eppendorf microfuge tubes and centrifuged

at 12,OO0 rpm for 2 minutes on a tabletop mi-crofuge. The

supernatent was pipetted off and the pel let resuspended in

100u1 of 0.25M Tris HC1 (pH7.8). The cells were lysed by the

'freeze /thaw ' process. Specifieal 1y, the cel ls were placed in

a dry ice/ethanol bath for 15 minutes, thawed in a 37oC

waterbath for 5 minutes, reimmersed in the dry ice/ethanol

bath for 15 minutes and again thawed. The cellular debris was

pelleted by centrifuging the tube at 12,000rpm for 5 minutes

at 40 C. The cell-free extract was transferred to a new tube.

Ten microlitres of the extract \ryas added to 70ul of 1.0M Tris

HCI,(pH 7.8) , 1ul (100 uCi) of 74C chloramphenicol and 49uI

of water. This solution was incubated at 37oC for 5 minutes.

Fresh 4mM acetyl CoA was prepared by dissolving 3.5mg in 1.OmI

47

of water. Twenty mj-crolitres of the acetyl CoA solution was

added to the solution containing the extract and the LAC
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chloramphenicol to gíve a final solution volume of 150u1.

This solution was incubated at 3'lo C for 30 minutes. One

millilitre of ethyl acetate was added to the solution to

extract the chloramphenicol " The solution was vortexed and

centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 30 seconds at room temperature "

The top phase was pipetted off and dríed in a vacuum oven for

2 hours" The pellet was resuspended in 30uI of ethyl acetate

and spotted on sílica geI thin layer chromatography (TLC).

The TLC sheet was placed upright in a glass tank

containing 200mI of chloroform:methanol (190m1:10mI) such that

the level of the organic solution was below the line of

spotted samples. The sheet was left for approximately 2 hours

so that the rising of the organic solution up the sheet

through capil lary action would sufficiently separate the

di f ferent

chloramphenicol. The TLC sheet was exposed to X-ray film

overnight at -70O C. The percentage of L4C chloramphenicol

converted to its mono- and diacetylated forms was determined.

The exposed X-ray was placed under the TLC sheet and the area

on the TLC sheet which encompassed the unconverted

chloramphenicol as well as the area which encompassed the

converted chloramphenicol were determined by back-lighting the

X-ray. The respective areas for the respective samples were

cut out of the TLC and placed in liquid scintillation vials

acetylated forms of radioactively Iabel led
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containing 5m1 of scintiverse. The contents of the vials were

counted and the percent convers j-on calculat.ed"

2 "22O Gene Transfer with pRSVneo.

The method used for gene transfer (Figure 2) was based on

the calcium phosphate coprecipitation technique as in Gorman

and Howard, 1983" Human fibroblasts were seeded at 250,000

per plate. Plasmid DNA was used to transfect the cells the

next day and 4 hours later sodium butyrate was added to a

concentration of 6mM to 50% of the plates. Twenty-four hours

after the transfect íon, the cel 1s on al I the plates were

glycerol-shocked for 30 seconds. The medium was changed

fo1 lowing the glycerol shock. Then, sodium butyrate was

added to 6mM for the other 50% of the plates. After 72 hours

the sodium butyrate-containing medium was replaced with

McCoy's 5A Modified medium.

approximately 12 hours and the medium was replaced with medium

containing the antibiotic Geniticin(G-418) "

2"225 Selection for- G-418 Resistance in Transfected Ce11s"

The medium placed on

concentration of 50Oug/m1 "

The ce1 1s were left for

the cells

The ceI 1s

contained G-418 at a

were grown in this
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antibiotic-containing medium for 16 days, by which time

resistant colonies had appeared. Ten of the resulting

colonies were picked and plated onto 35mm plates containing

McCoy's 5A modified medium with 500ug/ml of G-418. The rest

of the colonies were pooled and plated on to four 100 mm

plates containing the same medium. Fresh G-418

containing-medíum was placed on the cells every 3 to 4 days

until sufficient DNA was extracted from the cells or until the

specific ce11 population senesced. Each cell population was

passaged and split into more oT larger plates once the plates

it was growing on became confluent (Figure 2) "

weeks DNA from the polyclonal population of ceI 1s was

extracted from six 15Omm plates , while three other 15Omm

plates were split into nine 150mm plates. G-418 selection of

the cells on these nine plates was continued. Over the next

month , this process of DNA extraction and growth of the

remaining ce11s in McCoy's 5A modified medium containing

50Oug/m1 of G-418 continued for the polyclonal population of

ce1ls. The ten monoclonal populations of ce11s were grown

until they reached the end of their lifespan. Three of the

monoclonal populations expired before any DNA could be

extracted from them. The 7 remaining monoclonal populations

were dying out approximately 8 weeks after they were initially

After continued selectíon of G-418 resistant ce1ls for 3



transferred to a 35mm pl

populations was extracted

population of ce1 1s was

Temaining ce11s were frozen

2"230 Platine of Monoclonal Populations

Single colonies with G-418 resistance were picked from

the plate in which they were transfected and plated onto 35mm

plates. The colony to be picked \4'as visualized through a

microscope. A grease pencil was used to mark the posÍtion of

the colony by tracing the circumference of the colony on the

of G-418 Resistant CeIls"

ate. The DNA from

at this time.

st i1 I viable at

and stored (Figure

bottom of the p1ate. Sterile forceps were used to grasp

sterile lead cloning cylinders and the cylinder's bottom was

these

The

this t

2)"
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monoc I onal

po lyc 1 onal

ime, so the

coated in

containing the colony to be picked was pipetted into a. suction

flask" The cloning cylinder was placed over the colony and

pressed down firmly so that the cells of the colony wer.e

surrounded by the cylinder. Five drops of trypsin were added

to the cylinder and immediately pipetted off" Five more drops

of trypsin were added and left for 1 to 2 minutes" The

trypsin was pipetted up and down until the majority of the

ce1ls were detached from the bottom of the plate. The ce1ls

were then added to a 35mm plate containing McCoy's 5A Modified

sterile jel 1y. The medium from the plate



medium with a G-4t8

immediately placed in

2.300 DNA Extractions

2 "305 Plasmid Extraction

concentration of 50Oug/m1

a 37o C incubator.

of Garger et al" (1983). Five hundred ml cultures of E.coli

containing either pRSVneo, pRSVcat or XLl were grown at 37oC

overnight in à shaking incubator. The medium used to grow the

E.co1i was Luria broth containing the appropriate antibiotic

Plasmid extraction was performed according to the method

at 50ug/m1 "

centrifugation at 6krpm (Beckman J2-21 centrifuge, JS-7.5

rotor) for 10 minutes" The cell pellet was washed in 250m1 of

TE buffer. After centifugation at 6krpm for 5 minutes, the

washed pellet was resuspended in 20mI of glucose buffer"

Then, 4ml of Lyzozyme solution were added and the mixed

solution was incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes.

Fifty mI of L% SDS in 0.2N NaOH were added to this mixture to

lyse the cel 1s. This solution was placed on ice for 5

minutes" Twenty-seven m1 of potassium acetate solution were
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The plate was

Harvesting of the cultures was done by

added" This solution was left on ice for 15 minutes to

preclpit ate

precipitated molecules were sedimented by centrifugation at

prote'in, ch romosoma I DNA and RNA" The



7.5krpm for 20 minutes (Beckman J2-21 centrifuge , JS-7 " 5

rotor). The supernatant was successively extracted with an

equal volume of phenol, phenol/eh,loroform/isoamyl alcohol and

final 1y chloroform/isoamyl aIcohol. The DNA was ethanol

precipitated and resuspended in TNE2 or TE. The plasmids used

for transfection of primary human skin fibroblasts and

transformed hamster fibroblasts were pRSVneo and pRSVcat 
"

These were obtained from Gorman et al "

2.3t0 Human Genomic DNA Extraction.

The DNA was extracted from the cells according to the

method given in Maniatis,L982.

2 "3L5 Mini-Plasmid preparations 
"

The rapid boiling method of Quigley and Holmes was used

to extract the recombinant plasmids from the clones obtained
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by the transformation of

plasmid-containing bacterial strain was used to inoculate 5 ml

of Luria broth which contained 5Oug/m1 of either ampicillin or

kanamycin. The culture was grown overnight. The next day,

l- " OmI of the culture $'as pipetted into a 1 .5ml Eppendorf tube "

The tube was centrifuged at l2krpm for 2 minutes at room

temperature to pe11et the ce11s. The supernatant was poured

E.coli" A single colony of the



off and the cells were resuspended in 375u1 of lysis buffer Ín

a. 1.5m1 Eppendorf tube" Twenty-five microliters of LOmM Tris

HCL pH 8.0 were added and the tube was vortexed for 3 seconds.

The tube was placed in a 100oC water bath for 40 seconds" The

tube was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 72 krpm at room

temperature using a tabletop centrifuge. The supernatant was

transferred to another 1"5m1 ppendorf tube. The plasmid was

precipitated by adding 40ul of 2.5M NaAcetate and 375u1 of

isopropanol and placing the tube at -20oC for 15 minutes. The

plasmid DNA was pelleted by centrifuging the tube at 40C for

15 minutes at L2 krpm. The supernatant was poured off and the

pellet was dried by placing the tube in a vacuum oven for 2

minutes at room temperature. The DNA was resuspended in 20u1

of TE. Ten u1 of this DNA solution was used in a restriction

assay with the cloning enzyme. The DNA in the other 10ul was

left unrestricted" Both the restricted and unrestricted DNA

were electrophoresed on a O "8% agarose ge1 which was exposed

to UV light to visualize the DNA. A photograph of the gel was

t aken .
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2 "320 Insert Isolation "

Insert

in Maniatis

the insert

iso 1 at ion

(Maniatis

was to

was based on the

et a1. , 1982) "

be isolated was

electroelution method

Ptasmid DNA from which

restricted with the
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appropriate restriction enzymes to excise the insert. The

restricted plasmid was electrophoresed.in a 0"8% agarose gel

to separate the band of interest. The band of interest was

visualized using a UV box and cut out using a scalpel. The

slice of agarose was immersed in TE in a #4 narrow dialysis

bag (molecular cutoff = 12,000 to 14,000)" The dialysis bag

was placed in an electrophoresis tank containing enough TAB so

that the bag was immersed" The band of interest was

electroeluted from the gel by passing 20 volts of current

through the bag overnight. Then, the the DNA was removed from

the dialysis bag wal1 by raising the voltage to 100 volts and

reversing the current for 2 rninutes. The buffer in the bag

was pipetted off, extracted with organics (phenol, chloroform,

isoamyl alcohol) and precipitated. The DNA was resuspended in

TE.

2"4O0 Asarose Ge1 Electrophoresis.

DNA preparations were run on 0.8-7.O% agarose gels

containing 1X Tris-Acetate with 0.5ug/m1 ethidium bromide"

The gels were L4..5 x 18cm. The gels were electrophoresed f or

approximately 20 hours at 30 volts in a submarine system"



2"500 DNA Transfer to Membranes and

2.505 Southern Blot AnalYsis.

Subsequent Hybridizat ion "

DNA was transfered from the agarose gels to nylon

membranes by Southern blotting (Southern, 1975 ) with the

appropriate alterations as specified by the manufacturer of

the specific membrane. Transfer of the DNA to a Hybond-N

membrane involved immersing the ge1 in 0.25M HC1 for L2

minutes followed by immersion in denaturation buffer for 45

minutes and then by immersion in neutral-ization buffer for 45

minutes. These treatments were performed at room temperature

on à shaking water bath.

was transferred to the membrane" Following the transfer of

DNA to the membrane, the membrane was washed in 2XSSC, dried

at room temperature and irradiated by ultraviolet light of

254nm for 5 minutes.
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Hybond or Zetaprobe filters were prehybridized for 20

hours in a 42oC shaking water bath. The membrane was placed

in a bag containing LOml of prehybridization solution. At the

end of prehybridization, the solution was drained and replaced

with the same solution, which additional 1y contained 32 p

1abe1led 
^ 

and 32p labelled probe. The hybridization was

Following these treatments the DNA



carried out under the same conditions

except that the hybridization proceeded

2"570 CoIonv Screeníns"

Hybridization of probe DNA to colonies generated by the

technique of plasmid rescue was done according to the protocol

provided by NEN Research Products. The plate containing the

colonies of interest was stored at 40 C for 2-3 hours. A

Colony/Plaque Screen disc was placed on the agàT plate so that

side A of the disc was in contact with the plate. The disc

was left on the plate for 2-3 minutes. The dísc position in

relation to the plate was marked by stabbing a needle through

both the disc and the plate at appropriate positions. Two

successive times the disc was placed in a 0"75m1 pool of 0.5N

NaOH with the colony side of the disc facing up , left for 2

mi-nutes and then blotted dry on the non-colony side" Then,

two successive times the disc was placed in a 0"75m1 pool of

1.0M Tris HCI , pH 7"5 , left for 2 minutes and blotted dry.

The disc was dried at room temperature and prehybridized
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as the prehybridization

for 16 hours.

overnight at 650 C. The prehybridization solution contained

1.0M NaCI , 70% dextran sulphate and 1% SDS " Denatured probe

and salmon sperm DNA were added to the prehybridization

solution and the hybridization proceeded overnight " The disc

was washed and autoradiographed.



2.515 Labelling of DNA Probes

DNA was labelled by nick-translation. Probe DNA was

mixed with 50uCi of 32 p label 1ed dATP and 50uCi 32 p dcTP

as well as the appropriate volume of the 10X nick-translation

kit buffer. Activation buffer with 0"53 units of DNase 1 was

added and the mixture incubated for 2 minutes at room

temperature, followed by addition of 5 units of DNA polymerase

1. The mixture was incubated at 150 C for 90 minutes. The

reaction was stopped by addition of 5uI of Stop buffer,

followed by a 1O minute incubation at 650 C. The

unincorporated nucleotides were separated from the labe11ed

probe by passing the solution through a Sephadex-G-75 column

equilibrated with TNE

2"52O Removal of nonspecifically-bound Probe.
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After the hybridization \ryas finished, the membrane was

washed to remove nonspecifical 1y-bound 
^ 

and probe " The

washing solutions and conditions are indicated in Table 1.

After the final wash, the excess fluid was blotted off the

membrane using absorbent cloth and the membrane was sealed in

a plastic sealet ¡u.g.



Table L" Post hybridization washes of Hybond or

Zetaprobe Membranes.

l"

2"

4"

q,

So lution

2x

2x

2x
i-x

0.l-

SSC

ssc/0.1-%

ssc/0 " 1å

ssc/0 " r_8

x SSC/0"

Temperature Time (minutes)

SDS

SDS

SDS

LZ SDS
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25" C

25',C

65" C

650 C

650C

5

l-5

15

i_5

1_5



2.525 Autoradiosraphv.

The

intens i fy

sheet of

int ens i fy

-7Oo C for

membrane or

ing screen

XAR-5 film

ing screen.

1 to 7 days.

2.530 Reuse of Membranes.

disc was placed

was placed on

was in turn

The membrane

After autoradiography, the membrane was stripped of any

remaining specifical ly or nonspecifical ly bound 
^ 

or probe.

The membrane was immersed in 0.4N NaOH for 30 minutes at room

temperature. Then, the membrane was immersed in

0.1%SDS,0. 1XSSC and O.2ll1 Tris HCL(pH 7 "5) for another 30

minutes at Toom temperature. During both of these treatments

the solutions were constantly agitated.

in an X-ray cassette. An

top of the membrane and a

placed on top of the

was exposed to the film at
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2"600 Plasmid Rescue

The technique of plasmid rescue involves restricting DNA

to produce complementary sticky ended molecules, ligating the

DNA at a low -concentration, and transforming competent E.

coli. An example of the procedure used ís shown in Figure 3"

Xbal is used to restrict the clonal DNA. Although Xbal does
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Figure 3. Xbal--mediated plasmid rescue.

#\-7; indicate some of the possible
T indícates that this molecule may

N indicates Lhat this molecule can
f3 = flanking human DNA

= plasmíd DNA
¡vW - liller or sPcDNA

o
molecules v¡trích may be formed.

transfer antibiot.ic resisLance.

not transfer resistance.
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not cut within pRSVneo, the integrated plasmid may be attached

to either filler or spcDNA which may have an Xbal site"
Whether the plasmid is integrated in single-copy or in tandem,

whether it is intact or altered and whether it contains filler
or spcDNA with an Xbal site wÍ11 determine what recombinant

molecules are generated by Xbal restriction of an integration

site "

restriction at or near an integration site are shown.

Molecules in the form of #L contain a single-copy plasmid plus

the flanking human sequences. Those molecules denoted by #2

have tandemly integrated plasmids and flanking human

Some of the possible moleeules produced by Xbal

sequences. Fil ler or spcDNA is attached to plasmid and

flanking human sequences in #3 molecules. The #4 molecules

contain plasmid DNA plus filler or spcDNA sequences. The #5

molecules have only spcDNA or fil ler sequences plus the

flanking human sequences "

flanking human sequences, and these sequences are not of

fil ler or speDNA origin.

integrated recombinant plasmids containing fil1er or spcDNA

which does not have an Xbal site. These molecules also

contain flanking human sequences. Those molecules marked with

a 'T' are capable of transforming E"coli ,assuming they sti1l

retain the sequences required for antibiotic resistance and

repl ication within

The #6 molecules contain only

'N'are incapable of transforming E.co1i"

The #7 molecules have tandemly

E.coIi" Those molecules marked with an



2.605 Restriction Endonuclease Digestions of DNA.

The DNA was restricted using the appropriate restriction

enzyme and its corresponding buffer. The DNA was restricted

v¡ith a 3-folcl excess of "rrry*" 
at 37oC for a period of 3 -4

hours, ãt which time another 3-fold excess of the enzyme was

added. The DNA sample was restricted overnight and then was

successively mixed with phenol , phenoL / ehloroform and

chloroform using à volume equal to that of the restriction

solution. The DNA was precipitated by adding sodium acetate

to 0.25M and then addíng 2 volumes of ethanol and leaving the

DNA solution overnight at 4o C and then centrifuging the

solution at 12krpm for 30 minutes. The precipitate was washed

with à 70% ethanol solution and recentrifuged at 12krpm for 15

minutes. The precipitated DNA was dried for 5 minutes in a

vacuum oven and resuspended in TE at a concentration of 0.5ug

per milli1itre.
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2"610 Lieation of Restricted DNA.

DNA

temperature

be 1 igated

immediately

was restricted for 2

for the enzyme used.

was not purified. The

after the restriction

hours at the aPProPriate

Restricted DNA v¡hich was to

restricted DNA was ligated

without first being organic



extracted or precipitated.

The ligation protocol was as fol lows. Four ug of

restrieted DNA was suspended in 0"4 ml of ligase buffer. This

was vortexed for 2 seconds and placed at 650C for 10 minutes.

Then the solution was placed at 25c)C for 20 minutes and 6

units of T4 DNA ligase was added and the solutj.on was left for

16 hours at 250C. The ligated DNA was recovered and purified

by organic extraction and ethanol precipitation" The DNA was

resuspended in 20ul of TE"

2.675 Competent Ce11 Preparation.

Competent cel 1s were obtained from Bethesda Research

Laboratories (BRL) " The strain was DHSa This strain is

recombination-deficient and has a transformation efficiency of

1x10 8 
"olonies 

per ug of DNA.

t34

2.620 Transformation of Competent Baeterial Ce11s"

the 1 igated

BRL procedure

stored at -7O

freezer and

The E" coli

DNA. The transformation was done according to the

. Competent cells were obtained from BRL and were

uC upon arrival" The cells were removed from the

placed on ice for 10 minutes prior to the

strain DHSa was transformed with 500ng of



transformation to permit thawing "

Falcon 2059 77 x 100mm polypropylene tubes were also placed on

ice for 10 minutes prior to transformation. The cells were

gently mixed, and 100u1 aliquots were dispensed into the

chilled polypropylene tubes" The transforming DNA was heated

at 650 C for 3 minutes and then chilled on ice for 3 minutes.

Five ul of the various transforming DNA samples was added to

the dispensed competent cel1s and mixed by gentle agitation.

The tubes were left on ice for 30 minutes. The cells were

heat shocked for 45 seconds in a 42()C water bath. The cells

were placed on ice for 2 minutes, followed by the addition of

900uI of room temperature SOC" The tubes were place in a

shaking 370 C incubator at 225 rpm for t hour. Selection of

clones containing recombinant plasmids was then performed.
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The required number of

2.625 Selection and Analvsis of Clones containing

One hundred microlitre aliquots of the transformed cells

were plated onto S.O"C" plates containing 50 ug per ml of the

appropriate antibiotic , placed at 370C and teft overnight.

Colonies resulting from the transformation of competent celIs

by Xbal restricted human DNA were grown as a mini-plasmid

preparation in order to size the plasmid and to restrict the

Recombinant Plasmids



plasmid with Xbal to see if the plasmid contained one Xbal

site. Any Xbal-generated plasmids that contained just one

Xbal retriction site were radioactively labeIled and used as à

probe against human plaeental DNA immobllized on nylon

membranes " Colonies resulting from the transformation of

competent cel Is with BamHl /Xbal restricted human DNA were

plated onto duplicate plates of both ampicillin and kanamycin

plates.

antibiotic, but not on the other antibiotic to which pRSVneo

imparts resistance, were grown as a mini-pIasmÍd preparation"

This was done ín order to size and to restrict the plasmid

with the cloning enzyme to see if the plasmid only contained

Colonies that grew on the original selecting

one restriction site

BamHl/Xbal-generatecl plasmid that contained one restriction

site for either or both of the cloning enzymes \tras

radioactively label 1ed and used as a. probe against hur¡an

placental DNA immobilized on nylon membranes.
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2"630 Determination of relative Band Intensities on X-ravs

The relative band intensities on an X-ray were determined

visual 1y. The .bands representing integration sites were

visual ly compared to the bands representing fragments

for the cloning enzyme.

recognized by islll5O, which is a Hind111 human insert of the

pl asmid pSIV5O (trTood et . al " , 7987 ) "

Any



2 "700 Experimental Design.

The initial part of this'project involved transferring a

gene into human skin fibroblasts, s€lecting for cel Is

containing this gene and then extracting the DNA from these

cel 1s. The second part of the project involved rescuing

plasmids integrated into the clonal DNA and analyzíng these

plasmids by restriction mapping. A brief description of the

general method and the preparations necessary to achieve this

goal will be given"

Southern analysis is used to identify potential integrated

versions of pRSVneo in the clonal DNA samples. A clonal DNA

sample is restricted with XbaI to identify any potential

integration sites. XbaI was chosen since it does not cut

within pRSVneo. At the same time, the clonal DNA is restricted

with isoschizomers, one of which only cuts eukaryotic DNA, one

which only cuts bacterial DNA and one of which cuts both. This

approach allows the origin of any fragments that produce bands

upon probing to be deduced. Having found bands representing

fragments of eukaryotic origin in one clonal sample, other

clona1 DNA samples are also restricted with XbaI. Probing Xbaï

restrictions of clonal DNA should produce bands that are larger

than the unit size of pRSVneo, which is 5.7kb. This should
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occur because flanking human DNA will remain joined to the

integrated plasmid when restricting with XbaI. Additionally,

different clonal DNAs should contain different sized bands

representing integration sites, since intãgration is thought to

occur randomly with respect to the site of integration. This

is because in random integration the specific distance of XbaI

sites from either of the ends of integrated plasmids will not

be the same for different integrated plasmids.

containing sequences necessary for G418 resistance in mammalian

cells is generated. This is prepared to determine whether the

clonal DNA populations do contain some of the sequences that

are homologous to sequences from pRSVneo that are necessary for

expression of the neomycin gene in mammal ian cel Is. This

insert is called iRSVneo and is cut from pRSVneo by restricting

with BamHI and HindIII (Figure 4). The iRSVneo contains the

neomycin gene, the smal1 t intron and the polyadenylation site.

It does not contain the LTR necessary for transcription in

To perform Southern anaLysis, ân insert of pRSVneo

mammalian cells. It is necessary to determine the amount of

plasmid contaminatíon of iRSVneo in case the insert has so much

contamination that it is recognizi-ng plasmid sequences. This

is important as plasmid contamination of clonal DNA might

produce bands upon hybridization with iRSVneo. These bands

might be mistaken for integration sites in the genomic DNA.
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FIGURE 4 : Pertinent restriction sites of pRSVneo

The BamHI/HindIII fragment comprises
iRSVneo, and contains most of the
neomycin gene, the SV40 smal1 t intron
and the polyadenylation site.

iRSVneo
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The purity of iRSVneo was tested by usíng it as a probe against

different amounts of the plasmid pAT153. The iRSVneo can be

considered pure as it did not produce bands for 50pe of pAT153.

Therefore it will only produce bands in the clonal DNA samples

that contain sequences found on iRSVneo " These bands should

represent integrated versions of pRSVneo"

Finding bands that represent integration sites leads to

the next step of Southern analysis. This is to attempt to

determine whether the plasmids integrated in an intact form or

an altered form" The approach taken for this was to probe the

clonal DNAs with pRSVneo and see if the intensity of the bands

representing integrated plasmids is the same as or less than

the intensity of the bands when the clonal DNAs are probed with

iRSVneo" The rationale is that iRSVneo lacks some of the

sequences on pRSVneo, j-ncluding all of the sequences necessary

for replication and transcription in bacterial cel 1s. If

deletion were to occur in cells capable of surviving G-418

selection, it would 1ikely be sequences needed in bacteria,

since most of these sequences are not necessary for G418

resistance in mammalian ce11s. If deletion did occur, the

intensity of the bands representing integration plasmids should

be greater when probing with iRSVneo than when probing with

pRSVneo since some -of the sequences of pRSVneo would not

hybridize to the integrated p1 asmid, whereas a1 1 of the
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sequences of iRSVneo would hybridize to the integrated plasmid

After determining whether the clona1 DNA contained altered

integrated plasmids, Southern analysis is used to generate a

partial restriction map for an integration site of c1ona1 DNA

samples for which sufficient DNA was available. To do this,

enzymes that do not cut within pRSVneo and enzymes that cut

within pRSVneo are used for single and double restrictions "

Using a simplified restriction map of pRSVneo (Figure 4), a

number of appropriate enzymes can be determined " The enzymes

that do cut within pRSVneo should be infrequent cutters within

pRSVneo so that the fragments generated are not so sma11 as to

be undetectable. Some of the enzymes that fit into this

category are BamHI , HindI I I and Bgl I I .

Before attempting to rescue a plasmid, it is useful to

determine the approximate copy-number of the integrated

plasmids in order to determine if the plasmids are integrating

in single-copy or in tandem. This is done by simultaneously

probing with iRSVneo and a probe that hybridizes to a unique

sequence of human DNA and comparing the band intensities of the

integrated plasmids with the intensity of the unique human

sequence.

The second step of the rescue involves restricting the DNA
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with an applopriate cloning enzyme. The most appropriate

cloning enzyme is one that doesn't cut within pRSVneo and will

therefore cut the human DNA on each side of the integrated

plasmids. This allows the cloning of the whole integrated

plasmid. XbaI was chosen as the primary cloning enzyme as it

does not cut within pRSVneo. Other enzymes that could be used

as cloning enzymes are those that would only cut once within

pRSVneo and that do not cut within either the selectable gene

or the bacterial origin of replication or the transcriptional

start site. This means that only part of most of the integrated

plasmids could be rescued and certainly some of the integrated

plasmids would not be rescuable by this cloning procedure due

to plasmid loss and/or rearrangement. BamHI was chosen as a

second cloning enzyme as it fulfills these críteria" The BamHI

site within pRSVneo is at 3393bp" Since the integration of

plasmid DNA is not controlled in the manner of retroviral

integration, the break necessary for recombination with the

genomic DNA could be at any base pair on pRSVneo. Therefore,

the base pairs adjacent to the genomic DNA in each integration

site wilI be different. Because of this, àa accurate size

cannot be given for integration sites that may potentially be

rescued using BamHI as the cloning enzyme. The size should be

greater than 5kb, since the recombinant plasmid will contain

human DNA, the pBR322 origin of replication and the bacterial

promoter.
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After choosing appropriate restrict íon enzyme, the

restricted DNA is 1 igated under conditions that favour

intramolecular ligation since excessively large pieces of

plasmid-containing DNA are not capable of efficiently

transforming E. coli

The

that has

co1 i is

on which

anal ysed

against

human DNA

ligated DNA is used to transform an E" coli strain

a high transformation efficiency. The transformed E.

selected on either kanamycin or ampicillin, depending

cloning enzyme was used. The transformants are

by restriction analysis and by using them as probes

human DNA to determine if plasmids integrated into

have been rescued.

To perform the general rescue method, several preparatory

steps needed to be done "

First it was necessary to determine if

contained any plasmid contamination capable of

col i- so that it would have resistance to

antibiotics " This was done by transforming

different amounts of native clonaI DNA samples"

were obtained, indicating that there was not

contamination in the clonal DNA samples capable of

the clonal DNA

transforming E "

the selecting

E. co1 i with

No colonies

any plasmid

trans forming



E. coli

restricti-on/ligation procedure so that p-ieces of DNA eapable of

Next,

transforming E. coli

often the ends of the restricted DNA are damaged during this
process such that they are not able to be tigated" This
process was optimized by determining if the DNA subjected to
the procedure was capable of transforming E. coli at a high

efficiency. The E. coli strain used for transformation was DH5q.

This was transformed with human placental DNA which

contained pRSVneo at varying concentrations. It was found that
kanamycin resistant colonies are obtainable when pRSVneo is
present at 1.25pg per ug of human DNA. This is approximately

one-half the concentration at which the integrated pRSVneo is
at if it has integrated at one site in a cell's genome and is
present at the single-copy 1evel "

it was necessary

are obtained. This is very important as

to opt imize
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Having performed the necessary preparations the rescue of
integrated plasmids was attempted.

the



3. OOO RESULTS

3. 100 Transfection of DCF.

3.105 pRSVcat.

To determine the potential of DCF as a host cell for a

plasmid transfected by the calcium phosphate technique, DCF was

transfected with pRSVcat using the calcium phosphate technique as

developed by Gorman et.

been demonstrated to be useful for transient expression assays.

Therefore, this assay is useful in determining whether or not à

ce11 strain or line may be successfully transfected wlth the

subsequent expression of a transferred gene (Gorrnan et. aI. 
'

1983) " In this experiment, the plasmid DNA was added with

McCoy's 5A rnodified medium and left on the cells for t2 or 24

hours. A CAT assay was performe<l (Figure 5) and it showed that

the ce1ls exposed to the sodium butyrate at 12 hours post-DNA

addition for t2 hours and thus also exposed to DNA for !2 hours

exhibited CAT activities that were 1.66 times greater than ce1ls

exposed to sodium butyrate at 24 hours post DNA addition, ancl

also exposed to DNA f or 24 hours (TabIe 2,\ " The results

demonstrated that the length of time the cel1s are exposed to DNA

is not crucial when comparing 72 hour DNA exposure to 24 hour DNA
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a1" (1983 ) " The plasmid pRSVcat has
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Autoraciiograph of chloramphenicol acetyltransferase
activity as evidenced by conversion of 14C chloramphenj.col
to mono- and di-acetylated chloramphenj.col.
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Positive control
DCF 1 (l2h DNA exposure)
DCF 1 (12h DNA exposure)
DCF 2 (24h DNA exposure)
DCF 2 (24h DNA exposure)
DCF 1 (12h DNA exposure)
DCF 2 (24h DNA exposure)
Negative control

w.

Note: Al I transf ect j.ons lef t the cel ls exposed to 6mìU Soclium

Butyrate lor 12 hours. The ce11s exposed to DNA for
12 hours had Sodium Butyrate added 12 hours pre-glyccrol
shock. The cells exposed to DNA 1<'¡r 24 l.rours h¿rd Socl ilrnl

[ìutyrate added immediately post-glvccr-ol shocl<.

i!iú;¡¡¿¡:l
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Table 2 "
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Establishment of optimal transfection
conditions; varying the time of Sodium

Butyrate addition and the length of time
ce1ls are exposed to the DNA precipitate.

LANE
CHLORAMPHENI COL

ACETYLTRANSFBRASE
ORIGÏN

Positive control

DCF Extract

DCF Extract

DCF Extract

DCF Extract

DCF Extract

DCF Extract

Negative control

Sodium Butyrate
Addition Time

(hours)

L2

72

24

24

t2

24

DNA precipitate per cent
Exposure conversion

(hours)

Note:

L2

t2

24

24

L2

24

A1 1 ce1 1s were exposed

for 72 hours "

63.80

L2.8L

17.52

10.87

LL.72

20 "72

8. 13

0.86

to 6mM Sodium Butyrate



exposure. The results also indicate that exposing the ce1ls to

sodium butyrate for LZ hours after adding the transfecting

plasmid produces a cel1-free extract which is capable of a 10 to

20 percent conversion of the unacetylated form to the acetylated

forms of chloramphenicol "

3 " 1 10 pRSVneo .

Having determined that DCF was able to be transfected with

pRSVcat and was able to express the CAT gene, DCF was transfected

with pRSVneo which is identical to pRSVcat except that the CAT

gene is replaced by the Tn5 (neomycin) gene. The plasmid pRSVneo

can be used to stably transfect ce1ls and to attempt to do

Iong-term studies on either the host ce11s, the transfected

vector oï both. This makes it a useful vector to attempt to

study the choice of integration sites by a' vector. G-418

resistant colonies were generated by transfection of pRSVneo into

these human fibroblasts. DCF cel1s to which sodium butyrate was

added at 24 hours post-DNA addition generated approximately 10

times as many colonies as those DCF ce1 1s to which sodium

butyrate was added at 4 hours post-DNA addition (Table 3). The

efficiency of stable transfection was 7.67 x 10-5 transfectants

per ug of transfecting DNA for DCF cells to which sodiurn butyrate

was added 24 hours post-DNA addition. The efficiency of stable

transfection was 1-.33 x 10-6 for DCF ceI ls to which sodium

78



Table 3. Transfection of DCF with pRSVneo:

Addition of 6mM Sodium Butyrate to
50% of plates at 4 hours post-DNA
addition, and to 50% of plates at
24 hours post-DNA addition.

ña'.r c time of Sodium number of number of frequency ofvu¿ ¡Ð Butyrate G-418 colonies colonies/ug stable
Addition generated of pRSVneo transfection*

DCF 4h post DNA

DCF 24h post DNA

79

10

125

Note: Number of plates of cells used = 15

Number of cells per plate = 5 x 105

* Number of transformants/single recipient ce11

0.067 1.33 x 10-6

0.833 1.67 x 10-5
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butyrate was added 4 hours post-DNA addition (Table 3) "

These results indicate that the transfection efficiency for

these primary cells was approximately 1d to 100 times lower

than that for transformed cells, depending on when sodium

butyrate was added (Corsaro and Pearson, 1981-a). These

results also show that the transfection efficiency of 7 "67 X

10-5 was as efficient as that obtained for the only previous

study on efficiency of transfection of primary cel1s (Gorman

et. a1 .

3"115

1e83 ) .

Isolation of Clonal DNA"

harvest the DNA of G-418 resistant colonies ín order to

After stably transfecting DCF,

examine the integration sites.

colonies of DCF were either picked as monoclonal ce1 1

populations or pooled into polyclonal cel I populations.

These populations were subcultured in selective medium and

their DNA was extracted (TabIe 4) " The polyclonal population

derived from fibroblasts exposed to sodium butyrate 4 hours

after the addition of plasmid DNA yielded approximately 40ug

of DNA bef ore dying " The monoclonal population (lúP15 ) f rom

the fibroblasts exposed to sodium butyrate 4 hours after DNA

addition yielded 225ug of DNA before dying. The polyclonal

population derived from fibroblasts exposed to sodium

it was necessary to

Therefore, G-478 resistant



Tabl e 4" Picking of colonies
from monoclonal and
resistant fibroblast

A. MONOCLONAL CELL

ClonaI Population
Designation

MP1
MP2
MP6
IITPT
MP9
MP1 O

MP1 5

and extraction of DNA
polyclonal G-418
populations.

POPULATIONS.

B. POLYCLONAL CELL

Sodium Butyrate
Addit ion

post-DNA (hours)

24
24
24
24
24
24
24

C1ona1 PopulatÍon
Des ignat ion

PP1
PP2
PP3
PP4
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POPULATIONS

Note: 1.

Amount of
DNA (ug)
Ext ract ed

10
30
60
T2
15
25

225

Sodium Butyrate
Addit ion

post-DNA (hours)

24
24
24

4

PP1, PPz and PP3 were different extraclions of
the same polyclonal population. Thís population
consisted of 125 primary clones. PP4 was a
distinct polyclonal populatíon of 9 primary
clones" None of the monoclonal populations were
derived from à polyclonal population.

DNA was not extracted from LfPs 3-5, 8, or 1L-I4.

Amount of
DNA (ue)
Ext r act ed

280
230
250

40
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butyrate 24 hours after the addition of plasmid DNA yielded a

total of approximately 800ug of DNA. This population has not
yet expired and cells from this population are stored in
1 iquid nitrogen. Monoclonal populations from fibroblasts
exposed to sodium butyrate 24 'hourè after DNA addition
yielded between 10 to 225ug before dying or died before
yielding any DNA.

Each monoclonal population was labe11ed with the letters
MP and was given a number to distinguish it from other Mps.

None of the MPs were derived from either another Mp or any

polyclonal population " Each polyclonal poputation was

labelled PP and was given a number to distinguish it from

other PPs" PP1, PPz and PP3 were just different extractions
of the same polyclonal population " pp4 was an extraction
from a separate polyclonal population"

3"200 southern Blot Analysis of clonal DNA Restrictions.

3.205 XbaI and Isoschizomer Restrictions of

Clona1 DNA using iRSVneo as a probe

To determine whether the clona1 DNA samples contained
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plasmids and whether these plasmids were replicated in

bacterÍa1 or eukaryotic ce11s, the following experiment was

performed" MP15 DNA was first restricted with XbaI and then

divided into four alíquots. One aliquot was not restricted

with any other enzyme. The other three aliquots were each

digested with one of three isoschizomers. These

isoschizomers were MboI, DpnI and Sau3A I " These

restrictions were electrophoresed and probed with iRSVneo"

The purpose of the aliquot that was only restricted with

XbaI is to identify any integration sites in MP15 DNA. Since

XbaI does not cut within pRSVneo and is an infrequent cutter

within the human genome, àDy integrated plasmid in the

XbaI-restricted MP15 DNA should appear as a large band when

probed with iRSVneo.

The purpose of restricting the other aliquots with one

of the three isoschizomers is to determine whether the input

DNA had been replicated in mammalian cel 1s " The

isosehizomers by themselves could not have been used to

identify any integration

restricts DNA replicated in

restrict pRSVneo 31 times,

carrying parts of pRSVneo.

within the base sequence

sites since one of them only

bacterial ce1ls and the other two

producing smal 1 fragments of DNA

The three isoschizomers all cut

of guanine, adenine, thymine and



cytosine going in the

within this sequence if the adenine has been methylated by

the enzyme dam methylase" This methylase is only present in

bacteria. Therefore, DpnI wil I

repl icated in eukaryot ic ce I I s "

cut the recognition sequence if the adenine has been

methylated by the dam methylase. Therefore Ít will only cut
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5' direction. DpnI wí1 1 only cut

within eukaryotic DNA "

recognition sequence regardless of the methylated state of

the DNA. Sau3A I simply acts as à control to demonstrate

that the other two enzymes are recognizing the sites as they

should "

not cut DNA which has been

In contrast, MboI will not

restrictions, the ce1 lular origin of the fragments

By comparing the bands found in the different

represented by these bands may be determined. Any bands that

are found in XbaI-restricted MP15 DNA that are not found in

the MboI or Sau3A I digestions, but are seen in the DpnI

Sau3A I wi1 1 cut within the

digestion represent fragments that tvere replicated in

eukaryotic celIs. This would be compatible with the bands

represent ing

XbaI-restricted MP15 DNA that are seen

but a.Te not seen in either the DpnI

must represent fragments of DNA that were replicated in

prokaryotic ce11s" These bands would be compatible with

integrated plasmids. Any bands within

in the MboI digestion,

or Sau3A I digestions



fragments that represent contaminating plasmids in the DNA

sample.

The results indicate that there is a band of 22kb in

XbaÏ-digested MP15 DNA that is cut when double digests of

MboT and XbaI or Sau3A I and XbaI are done, but not when à

double digest of DpnI and XbaI is done (Figure 6) " This

means the band represents a fragment that is from DNA

repl icated in a eukaryotic ceI 1 " As outllned in the

experimental design, the faet that the fragment is larger

than the unit size of pRSVneo and was replicated in a

eukaryotic ce11 is compatible with it being an integration

site. The results also show that there are bands of 4.2 and

3.1kb in Xbal-digested Mp15 DNA that are eut by DpnI and

Sau3A I, but not by MboI " This means these bands represent

fragments that are from DNA that was repl icated in a

bacterial ce11 and thus are due to a contaminating plasmid"

These results show that the contaminating plasmid is not

pRSVneo as the plasmid is cut by XbaI, giving a fragrnent that

is less than the unit size of pRSVneo"
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3.210 XbaI Restrictions of C1ona1 DNA

using iRSVneo as a Probe.

Having found that MP15 DNA contained a sequence whose
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Figure C,, Xbal and isoschizomer restrictions
of MPl5 DNA confirming the presence
and origin of fragments homoLogous
to the probe, iRSVneo.
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Xbal digest of l\4P15

Xbal/Mbo1 digest of Ì\'lP15

Xbal/Dpn1 digest of MPlS

Xbal/Sau3A 1 ciigest of MP15

Note: lntegration site at lane nr-rmber incl icatecl

Contaminating plasmid at 1¿rne number
indicated



presence and restriction analysis was compatible wíth the

presence of an integration site, it was decided to do a

similar analysis of other clonaI samples and untransfected

DCF to see if they contained plasmids. The DCF was included

since if it lacked the plasmid sequences found Ín the clonal

samples, then these results would be compatible with the

plasmids being integrated forms of pRSVneo " A composite

figure was composed which included XbaI restrictions of DCF

and a number of the clonal samples. This figure was the

results of separate probings of the different samples with

iRSVneo (Figure 7) " Native MP15 DNA was included to try and

determíne the size of the contaminating plasmid in MP15 DNA"

There were not sufficient amounts of the other MP samples to

probe their native DNA samples for plasmid contamination.

The following information about the clonal DNA samples

was determined from probing with iRSVneo (Figure 7) "

Untransfected DCF does not exhÍbit any bands. This is as

expected, sínce no plasmid was transferred to this sample of

DCF. This indicates that the original DCF did not contain

any sequences hybridized by iRSVneo. However' this sample

of DCF was not Ottt of the same thawing of the cells used for

transfection. This sample was from a separate thawing"

Therefore the lack of bands produced by probing with iRSVneo

does not offer definitive proof that the thawed sample of DCF
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did not contain sequences that are hybridized to by iRSVneo,

although it makes it less likely"

samples except PP2" This is compatible with these other

c1ona1 samples being contarninated with the same plasmid as

MP15. Also, the 4"2 and 2.5kb bands seen in some of the

There is

restricted clonal samples probably represent plasmid

contamination. They arise from an XbaI digestion, yet they

3. 1kb band common to al I of the clonal

are smaller than the unit size of pRSVneo. As was explained

in the section on experimental design, this is unexpected.

AIso , à 4,zkb band in lvlPl5 has already been shown to

ïepresent the contaminating plasmid" The fact that these

latter two bands aren't present in all of the clonal samples

is probably due to different degrees of contamination. The

other bands seen in the various clonal samples are compatible

with them representing integration sites. Different sized

bands appear in the different clona1 samples" As was pointed

out in the experimental design section, this is compatible

with the different clones containing plasmids integrated at

different sites within the genome " A1 1 of these bands

represent fragments that are greater than the unit size of

pRSVneo. This too is expected for integration sites that

have been restricted with XbaI

89
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PPz and PP3 contain high molecular weight fragments

which àTe homologous to iRSVneo" Since these two PP DNAs are

just sequential extractions of the same clonaI population, it

is reasonable that they contaj-n th-e same fragments that are

homologous to iRSVneo.

while the second is so large that it makes it difficult to

make a reasonable size estimate. The fragments in these two

lanes are faint and appear to be present at less than the

single-copy 1eve1.

The faint smear with à few faint bands exhibited by the

XbaI digested PP2 and PP3 when probed with iRSVneo is not

unexpected. The PP DNAs represent DNA from all of the pooled

colonies. Each colony arose from one successful 1y

transfected cel1. Previous integration studies have

demonstrated that each successfullly integrated ce11 can have

between 1 and 10 integration sites (Gorman et.al" ,1983).

These PP DNAs aTe composed of (at a minimum) somewhere

between L25 to 150 primary colonies and at least as many

secondary colonies. Assuming that all designated secondary

colonies aTe indeed secondary colonies, and not just more

slowly developing primary colonies, then these PP DNAs have

between 150-1500 integration sites represented in each

sample. Research to this point indicates that integration of

foreign DNA into mammalian DNA is random with respect to the

One fragment is approximately 25kb,
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site of integration. If each sÍte of integration is distinct

and since PPz as well as PP3 are the DNAs from at least 125

colonies, then each

approximately 1 copy per L25 genomes. This means that

deteetion of any of the individual bands wil I be very

difficult, and à faint smear will appear upon probing with

sequences homologous to the integrated plasmid" The fact

that a few faint bands do appear may be due to certain

integration sites being favoured over others for the actual

integration event or in the survival of that cel I in

comparison to cel1s with different integration sites.

integration site

This probing indicates that PP4 is a monoclonal

population. This is evident as there are only two bands

present in the sample. PP4 exhibits the 3"lkb fragment and a

more intense fragment of 15.5kb. PP4 was originally composed

of I colonies and yet there is only 1 band representing a

fragment containing an integration site" This is compatible

with one colony becoming the dominant and perhaps sole member

of this population by the time the DNA was harvested, so that

only one integration site would be present"

is present at

XbaI-restricted - MP15 DNA exhibits four homologous

fragments. These fragments are approximately 22, 4.2, 3.1

and 2"$kb. As shown with the restrictions of MP15 using the
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isoschizomers, the 22k-n- fragment is likely an integration

site. The native MP15 DNA exhibits a faint smear of

unrestricted DNA and faint bands at 4.2, 5.2, 5.3 and llkb.

The faint smear of unrestricted DNA is caused by partial

degradation of DNA containing the integration site, so that a

smear is caused instead of the distinct, intense band that is

seen in restricted MP15 DNA"

that is more intense than the same band in the restricted

MP15 DNA. From the band pattern in native MP15 DNA it

appears the contaminating plasmid is approximately 4"zkb"

XbaI restriction of MP6 yields bands of approximately

23.O, 4.2, and 3.1kb" An XbaI digest of MPz yields bands of

7 .0 , 4 "2 and 3. 1kb. There is also a very faint band of

approximately 23"Okb in the MP2 DNA.The bands produced in

these samples that are compatible with fragments containing

integration sites are the 23kb band in MP6 and the 23 and

7. Okb bands in IúP2 .

It also has a band at 2"5kb

MP10 exhibits bands of 3.1, 15

this sample the bands produced that

fragments containing integration sites

the 25kb bands "

Most of these bands in the different

and a 25kb band" In

are compatible with

are the 15kb band and

clonal DNAs are of
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different sizes" There are a few clonal DNAs that contain

bands of approximately 22kb or greater" This does not meân

that these clonal DNAs contain the same integration site. It

is due to the resolving power of the electrophoresis" Since

XbaI is an infrequent cutter, it is not unexpeeted that high

mo 1 ecul ar

electrophoresis was used a more accurate sizing of these

bands could be done.

approximately the same size (15kb)" Again it does not mean

they contain the same integration site" Since XbaI is an

infrequent cutter and most of the integration sites contain

single-copy plasmids, it is not surprising that a few of the

clonaI DNA samples contain integration that appear very close

in size. If more clonal DNA was obtained, restrictions with

other enzymes would have been possible and differences

we ight bands appeal "

PP4 and MP10 also exhibit bands of

between the respective integration sites could

determined.

The fact that the results of this probing indicate that

the bands found in the clonal DNA are not found in DCF, are

larger than pRSVneo and appeaï to be of different sizes in

the different clonal samples is compatible with these bands

representing integration sites (see experimental design).

If pulsed field

be better



3.275 XbaI Restrictions of Clona1 DNA

using pRSVneo as a Probe"

The same restricted clona1 DNA samples were also probecl

with pRSVneo to see if the intensity of the bands is

different when the clonal samples are probed with the whole

plasmid instead of just the insert (Figure 8 ) . If the

intensity of some of the bands thought to represent

integration sites does vaTy, this would indicate that

deletion of part of pRSVneo occurred for some of the

integrating plasmids (see experimental design).

Most of the same bands appear as for the iRSVneo probing

(Figure 7) of this blot, but the intensíties of the bands

differ. Many of the bands in the clonal samples are fainter

when the samples are probed with pRSVneo instead of iRSVneo"

The high molecular weight bands of PPz and PP3 are fainter

than with the iRSVneo probing, as are the 15.5kb (PP4), 22kb

(Mp15), 23kb (MP2), 7kb (MPz), 23kb (MP6), 15kb (MP10), and

the 25xb (MP10) bands" The faet that these bands are fainter

when the samples are probed with pRSVneo instead of iRSVneo

is compatible with integration of plasmids that have suffered

deletion of parts of pRSVneo. A list of the proposed

integration sites within the respective clonaI DNAs is listed

in Table 5. Added to the faet that these bands are larger
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Table 5 Xbal-generated fragments of clonaI DNA

containíng integration sites. The intensity
of these fragments is greater when probed with
iRSVneo than with pRSVneo "

DNA

PP2

pP3

PP4

IUP2

MP6

MP1 O

MP 15

96

Frasment Size (kb)

> 25"O
25 "0

> 25.0
25.0

15.5

Note: Fragments of clonal DNA
marked bv 4 are due to
and therefore are not 1

23.0
7"0

23"O

25 .0
15.0

22 .0

represented by bands
plasmid contanination
isted "



than the

different

compat ib I e

of pRSVneo

unit size of pRSVneo and are different

clonal DNAs, this evidence of

Some bands a1e more intense when the samples are probed

with pRSVneo instead of iRSVneo. The 3"lkb fragment is much

more intense in all of the clonal DNA samples than when

with fragments containing integrated

(see experimental design). 
-

probed with iRSVneo. Other bands appear more intense when

the clonal DNAs are probed with pRSVneo instead of iRSVneo.

These bands are 4"2kb (MP6), 6"4kb (MP6) and 6.4kb (MP2)"

The bands in native MP15 DNA are all much more intense when

probed with pRSVneo than when probed with iRSVneo. The bands

that are more intense when probed with pRSVneo instead of

iRSVneo represent the contaminatíng ptasmid. Certainly, the

3 .1 and 4.2kio bands do. These have been proven to have been

replicated in à bacteriat cel1" The other bands may be due

to integrated plasmids that lost most of the Sequences

contained on iRSVneo, but they too like1y represent the

contaminating plasmid since these bands are either smaller

than the unit size of pRSVneo or are found in more than one

clonal sample.
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sizes in the

deletion is

altered forms

The native lvlP15 DNA exhibits a smear of bands at

approximately 22kb, which is the same size as the large band



in XbaI restricted MP15 DNA (Figure 8). This

more intense when probed with pRSVneo . (Figure

probed with iRSVneo (Figure 7), while the

restricted MP15 DNA is more intense when probed

than when probed with pRSVneo" This indicates

the bands within the smear are approximately the

the band in restricted MP15 DNA, they do not

same fragment.

The plasmid contamination was probably from a solution

used to extract and purify DNA samples, as neither PP1 (btot

not shown) or PP2 contained the contamination and they were

extracted before PP3,

contamination is not pRSVneo as the contaminating plasmid is

4"21r'r. (Figure 7), has at least one XbaI site (Figure 7) and

does not encode resistance to kanamycin, since transformation

with undigested clonal DNA does not produce colonies (See
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smear Ís much

B) than when

22kb band in

with iRSVneo

that although

same size as

represent the

sect ion on experimental design )

5 " 7kb, has no XbaI site and

kanamycin.

PP4 and the MPs. The plasmid

3.220 Restrictions of MP15 DNA usine

iRSVneo as a Probe

The next step in the restriction analysis of c1onal DNA

. In contrast, pRSVneo is

does encode resistance to
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was to attempt to generate a map of an integration site.

MP15 DNA was chosen to analyze as it was the most plentiful

DNA sample. MP15 DNA was restricted with a varíety of

restriction enzymes in single and doubtJ Oigests and analyzed

by Southern blotting. The results show that the integration

site in MP15 DNA contains restriction sites that are

recogni.zed by restriction enzymes that cut within pRSVneo,

such as BamHI, BgIII and EcoRI (Figure 9)"

Bands of 22 and 3"1kb appear in the XbaI digested DNA

sample 1ane. The 4.2kb band seen in previous probings of

Xbal-restricted MP15 DNA (Figures 6, 7 & 8) is not evident.

This is due to the weaker signal for this Southern. Since

this band does not appear in the XbaI lane, the fragment it

represents will probably not be seen as different-sized bands

in the other digests of MP15 DNA on this blot. Digestion

with XbaI and BamHI generates band sizes of 4"5 and 3"lkb"

BamHI digestion generates bands of 10"5, 4"5, 3.6 and 3.Skb.

XbaI and Bgl I I digestion generates bands of 3.1 and 2.1kb.

BgIII digestion generates bands of 6.2,4"1,3.6,3"1 and

2"1kb. Digestion with XbaI and EcoRI generates bands of 6"0

and 3.lkb" EcoRI digestion generates bands of 6.0 and 4"1kb.

Bgl I I and EcoRI digestion generates bands of 4.! , 3.5, 3. 1 ,

2.7 and 2.lkb" BamHI and BgIII digestion generates bands of

4.1, and 2.1kb.

f
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Southern blot analysis of MP15 DNA

probed with iRSVneo.
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EcoRI digest
BgI I I, EcoRI digest
I3g1II, Baml{I digest
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The results show that doubl

BamHI and XbaI or EcoRI and XbaI

this integration site that are

EcoRI restriction respectivety.'

the BamHI digest and 6.Okb for the

l?hen cutting with XbaI, which does not cleave within

pRSVneo, the band representing the integration site is 22kb"

Restricting with a number of other enzymes has allowed the

construction of a rough map of the integration site (Figure

10)" The derivation of this map follows. Tlhen the DNA is

e restrictions with eÍther
generate bands representing

the same size as a BamHI or

These bands are 4.5kb for
EcoRI digest "

cut with BamHI, which cuts once within pRSVneo, the larger

band disappears and a 4.5kb band appears. A 3.5kb band also

appears.

plasmid" This is known as when a XbaI and BamHI digest is

done, the 3.1kb band appears and the 3 " 5kb band disappears "

The 4.5kb fragment stays intact in the double digest, meaning

that it has no XbaI site. Faint bands appear at 10"5 and

101

This 3.5kb band represents the contaminating

3.3kb when MP15 is digested with BamHI. These faint bands

either represent junction fragments of the integration site

or fragments arising from a partial digest of the

contaminating plasmid.

Restriction of ùlP15 with XbaI and Bg 1I I produces bands
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22 " }kb

Fígure 10 Proposed Integration Sit.e

Int.egrated in Single-copy

E = EcoRI site
Bg= BgIII sit.e

B = BamFII site

X = Kbal- site

of Plasmid

form in MP15.
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of 3"1 and 2.1kb. The 2"L and part of the 3.1kb bands are

generated by the BglIr digest of the integrated plasmid. The

majority of the 3.lkb band is generated by xbal digest of the

contaminating plasmid"

Partial restriction with BgIII produces z strong bands

and 3 or 4 faint bands. The 2 strong bands are 4"1 and 3.6kb

respectively and these represent the contaminating plasmid.

The BgIII site is within the neomycin gene. There are also

faint bands at 6"2, 5"2, 3"1, and 2.Ikb. The b.zkb band

probably represents the fragment containing the integrated

form of pRSVneo" This band is very faint and results from 2

of 3 Bgllr sites being recognized by Bg1rI. These are the

sites at each end of the fragment and these are in foreign

DNA. The internal site is within the neomycin gene and when

this site is not restricted, the 5"2kb fragment occurs. IVhen

the internal BglIr site is restricted the b"zkb fragment is

cut into a 3"1kb fragment and a 2"1kb fragment" This means

that if a functional neomycin gene is present in the 5"2kb

fragment that the 5' end of the gene is either 2.8 or 1. Bkb

from one of the ends of the fragment. This is known as the

start of . the neomycin gene on pRSVneo is at nucleotide sT36

and the Bgl I I site is

difference of 0"3kb.

at nucleotide 54L4, which is a
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Illhen an xbal and EcoRr digest is done, a G.Okb fragment

is generated and the 3 " 1kb fragment seen in other xbar

digestions is also produced. The 3.lkb band represents the

contaminating plasmid.

4. 1kb .

The EcoRI digestion of MP15 DNA yields bands of 6.0 and

pRSVneo-derivative integrated in single-copy form and results

from EcoRI restrictlon of the integration s1te. This is

known as the EcoRI restriction (with no xbar) produces the

6.Okb band. The 4.1kb fragment results from digestion of the

contaminating plasmid. EcoRI cuts pRSVneo at nucleotides 8g

and 2642. since EcoRI does not appear to cut this integrated
plasmid it seems that both pRSVneo EcoRI sites have been

lost.

The 6"Okb band probably encompasses the

The EcoRI and BgIII digest produces an intense band at

3"6kb" There are also bands at 2"2,2.8,3.1,3"6 and 4"2kb"

It appears that the DNA in this lane migrated more slow1y

than the DNA in the other lanes " This view is based on

knowledge of the size of bands produced by Bglrr or EcoRI in

separate digests. Therefore, the, bands that appear to be

2.2, 2.8, 3.1, 3.6 and 4"zlr^b are probably 2"1, 2"7, 3.1, S"b

and 4 " 1kb. The 4. 1kb band is faint and is 1 ikely the

contaminating plasmid whlch has not been cut at its BglIr
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site. The majority of this contaminating plasmid was cut by

BglII, producing the 3"5kb band" The 2"I and 3"1kb bands are

produced by BgIII digestion of the prasmio integrated into

the site whích produces the 22kb fragment when the DNA is

digested by xbal. The 2 "7kb fragment is probably generated

by partial BgIII digestion of the integrated plasmid, such

that instead of the 2"1kb fragment being generated by Bglrr

digestion, the Bg1 I I site within the foreign DNA is not

restricted" consequentely, the 2"7kb fragment will have one

end cut by EcoRI and the other by BglII"

A BgIII and BamHI digestion produces bands of 3.6kb and

2.2kb. It appears that the DNA in this lane migrated as

slowly as the DNA digested by EcoRI and Bg1rr" Therefore the

bands in this lane are probably 3"5 and 2.7kb respectively.

This would fit better with the results from the previous

digests. The 3"5kb band represents the contaminating plasmid

and is produced by the BgIII digest. The fact that the 3.1kb

band seen in other BgIII digests is missing suggests that

BamHI cuts within this fragment so that two smaller fragments

are generated which are too faint to appear as bands.

Based on the results from these restrictíons, MplS DNA

has one integration site containing a single-copy pRSVneo

derivative. This site is represented by a Z2kb XbaI
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generated fragment. The limited number of restrictions with
different enzymes and the resulting pattern make the
determination of the restriction map of the integrated
plasmid and its site difficult. However, it appears that the
integrated plasmid is encompassed by a 4.5kb fragment
generated by à BamHI digestion" The integrated plasmid is
also encompassed by a

digestion with Bgl r I . There is a Bgl r r site within this
fragment, and this is z"lkb from one end and 3.1kb from the
other. There is no evidence that EcoRI has any sites within
the 5.2kb fragment as the s.l and 2.1kb fragments are left
intact when a double digest with BglrI and EcoRI is done.

BcoRI sites encompass the BamHI and Bglrr generated fragments
whích contain this integration site. Based on the information
obtained from these digests, an incomplete map of this
integration site was derived (Figure 10)"

5"2kb fragment produced by partial

3 "225 XbaI Restrictions of Clonal DNA to determine

Since

clona1 DNA

det e rmin e

in tandem.

copy-number

the A roximate Co

southern blot analysis presented evidence that the
contained integration sites, it was decided to

whether the plasmids integrated in single-copy or
This was done by determining the approximate

Number of Integrated plasmids

of these sequences. A probe which recognizes



single-copy human sequences was sought to use to determine
the relative copy-number of integrated plasmid sequences. rn
1986 lvood et. al " discovered a DNA marker for human

chromosome 8 that detected differing alleIes. They cloned
this sequence into the Hindl I I èite -of pBR322, f orming the
recombinant plasmid pSlVb0.

are heterozygous for the 4"s and B.gkb fragments recognized
bv the insert of psll7b0 ( isl1/50 ) . This makes the isly50 probe

useful for attempting to determine the relative copy number

of integrated pRSVneo-derivatives in the cIona1 popurations
derived from DCF as each fragment hybridized by isl,/bO is
present in only t homol0g of chromosome g in the genome.

This means that each of these fragments is present at only 1

site in the genome, which is the situation that Íntegrated
species of pRSVneo will also be in.

DCF and its clonal derivatives

Copy-number analysis of integration sites was achieved
by probing simultaneously with isvÍ50 and ÍRSvneo (Figure 11).
The isI.JsO hybridized to the 4"5 and 3.g kb fragments. The

iRSVneo recognized pRSVneo-derived fragments integrated in
the DNA of the clones obtained from the transfected DCF.

LO7

pRSVneo-derived fragments of
intensity of the single-copy

By comparing the intensity of the various

the elona1 DNA samples with the

fragment of 3.Bkb to whieh the
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bands produced by iSl/50
integrat ion site
contaminating plasmid
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iSI'/s0 hybridizes the copy-number could be determined. The

3.8kb band is used as the standard representing a single-copy

sequence because the intensity of the 4.skb band produced by

iSW50 hybridizing to a.genomic fragment was increased as it
overlapped the 4 " zkb band produced by hybridization of

iRSVneo to a plasmid fragment.

Based on the results of this probing (Figure 11) the

integrated versions of pRSVneo were present at approximately

the single-copy 1eve1.

the 6.1kb band in MP2, the 22kb band in MP15 and the 15"5kb

band in PP4 (Figure 11). An estimate of the approximate copy

number of the integrated version of pRSVneo in MP10 (the 15kb

band and the 25kb band) was attempted, but the signal to

noise ratio was too low to discern either of these bands or

the bands produced by islysO when the blot was probed with

iRSVneo and isif5O. The 23.0kb fragment in MP6 and the 7 " Okb

fragment in IvlP2 appear to be present at less than single-copy

level and since the 23kb (MP2) fragment is not visible it 1s

probably present at less than single-copy level (Tab1e 6). A

plausible explanation for the faint bands of the fragments

representing the integration sites is just that when probing

simultaneously with two probes there will be a certain range

of intensities that' will be representative of a single-copy

sequence" Therefore, the integrated plasmids are probably

This includes the 23kb band in MP6,



Tab1e 6. Determination of the relative copy-number of
integrated pRSVneo-derivatives, based on the
probing of Xbal restrictions of c1onal DNA

with iSVi5O and iRSVneo.

DNA

PP2

PP3

PP4

IUP15

native MP15

MP2

MP2

MP6

Fragment size (kb)

25 & >25

25 & >25

15.5
22.0
n/a
23.O

7.0
23.0

Note:

1. > = greater than
n/a =not applicable
n/v = not visible
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Relative copy-number

2. All lanes on figure t have bands at 4.5 and 3.Bkb that
are due to hybridizat ion by is\v50 . ( islll50 is a Hind111
insert of psw50 that hybrídizes to a unique sequence on
the human chromosome # 8).

Bands on figure 9 that are marked by @ are due to
plasmid contamination and therefore their copy numbers
are not estimated.

n/v
n/v

single
single

n/a
n/v

single
single

The integration sites of MP10 are
signal was too weak when the blot
and iRSVneo.

not estimated as the
was probed with iSW50
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present at the sÍngle-copy level in their respective MPs.

This rationale is supported by the fact that the 23kb (MP6)

and 7.Okb (MP2) fragments produce much stronger bands when

the clonal DNAs are just probed by iRSVneo (Figure 7). The

23kb (MP2) fragment stil1 produces a faint band when probed

with iRSVneo so it is probably present at less than

single-copy (Figure 7). This implies that not all of the

cells of ItÍP2 contain this f ragment, which in turn implÍes

that this fragment has been deleted in some cells through the

successive rounds of replication"

While

approximate

present at

1eve1, can

these estimations are done visual Iy, the

intensity, in terms of whether a fragment is
approximately single-copy leveI or at an amplified

legitimately be determined this way.

3"230 Differences between Inteerated and

Based on

samples, there

plasmids and

Contaminatins PIasmids.

plasmíds were replicated in eukaryotic cel 1s, while the

contaminating plasmid was replicated in bacterial cel Is

(Figure 6) " The integrated plasmids are hybridized more

the Southern analysis of the clonal DNA

are several differences between the integrated

the contaminating plasmid. The integrated



strongly by

hybridized more strongly by pRSVneo (Figures 7 &, 8)" The

fragnents of DNA containing the intebrated plasmids are

greater than the unit size of pRSVneo (5.7kb) when restricted

with XbaI , while the contaminating plasmid is less than the

unit size of pRSVneo when restricted with XbaI (Figure 7) "

The different clonal DNAs contain integrated plasmids of

different sizes. FinaI Iy, the integrated plasmids are

present at approximately the single-copy 1eve1, while

multÍple copies of the contaminating plasmid are present

(Figure 11 ) .

TL2

iRSVneo, while the contaminating plasmid is

3.300 Plasmid Rescue and Analysis.

3"305 ClonaI DNA Samples Used for Plasmid Rescue.

All of the MP and PP samples of clonal DNA were used to

attempt to obtain transformants. Those clona1 DNA samples

that contained more DNA were used in a greater number of

transformation attempts with à greater number of cloning

enzymes.



3.310 LiEation of P115 DNA containins

Before transforming with clona-l DNÁ, ít was necessary to

confirm that the ligation conditions used would produce

varying Concentrations of pRSVneo"

intramolecular

transformat ion "

performed using placental DNA containing pRSVneo " The

placental DNA chosen was P115 which is homozygous for the

sequence recognized by 1SII/5O. The plasmid pRSVneo was added

to P115 DNA at 4 different concentrations. These

I igat ion

Therefore,

concentrations were 1.25pe, \2 "5pg , L25pg or I "25ng of

pRSVneo in 1ug of P115 DNA. A total of 8ug of each sample

concentration was restricted with HindI ï ï . Four micrograms

of each sample was left unligated and 4ug was ligated (Figure

t2). Figure 12 shows that the ligation conditions used

produce a signifÍcant amount of intramolecular ligation as

there is a distinct band in all the ligated samples that

migrates above the Iinear band that is present in the

unl igated samples . This is true f or probing with 1SMO

(Figure !2), which shows that both plasmíd DNA and human DNA

are efficiently intramolecularly ligated. P115 exhibits one

band of 3.1kb when restricted with HindlII and probed with

iSW50. In the unligated samples of Pl15, the iSI{50 probing

produces the 3.1kb band, but this band disappears while a

/

and result

a control experiment was

113

in efficient
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Southern blot analysis of p11S DNA

containing varying amounts of pRSVneo.
DNA was restricted with Ilincll I I, aircl
proberi with iSWS0.

1.25p9 pRSVneo/ug p11S unligated
I "25p9 pRSVneo/ug p1 15 1 .5 U I igas e /ue DNA

12.5pg pRSVneo/ug p115 untigated
12.5pg pRSVneo/ug p11b 1"5 U ligase/ug DNA

125pg pRSVneo/ug p11S untigated
725pe pRSVneo/ug p115 1.b U ligase/\g DNA

1.25ng pRSVneo/ug p115 unligated
1.25ng pRSVneo/ug p11b 1.b U ligase/ug DNA
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band representing a more slowly mÍgrating fragment appears in

the ligated samples" Additionally, à 5"7kb band representing

pRSVneo is seen in the unligated sample of Pl15 that contains

1 "25ng of pRSVneo per microgram of P115. This band

disappears in the ligated sample, wfrife a band representing a

fragment that is more s1ow1y migrating appears. These results

indicate that the integrated plasmid species in the clonal

populations can be rescued using these ligation conditions,

as long as the plasmíd species sti1l retain the neomycín gene

and the sequences necessary for replication and transcription

in E.coli.

3.315 Transformation of DHSo¿with Lieated P115 DNA

To determine if plasmid DNA integrated into human DNA

was rescuable using the cloning approach of restricting the

DNA with a cloning enzyme, transforming DH5o4 and then

selecting on kanamycin, a control cloning was performed" DH5æ

was transformed with the P115 DNA which contained pRSVneo at

varying concentrations (TabIe 7) " The results indicate that

kanamycin resistant colonies are obtainable when pRSVneo is

present at 1.25pe per ug of human DNA (Table 7)" This is

approximately 1/2 the concentration at which the integrated

pRSVneo is at if it has integrated at one site in à cell's

containing varving Concentrations of pRSVneo.



Tab1e 7. Transformations of DHSa with P115 DNA

containing varying amounts of pRSVneo. The

DNA samples were previously restricted with
HindIII. The transformation efficiency of the
cells for the two different transformations was

1 x 108. The transformation used DNA from
different I igat ions "

Transformation 1 Transforrnation 2
DNA Sample Ligated # of colonies # of colonies

I.25pg pRSVneo/ug P115

+

12.1pS pRSVneo/ug Pl15
+

125pg pRSVneo/ug P115

+

7"25ng pRSVneo/ug P115

+

116

Note: Each transformation used approximately 500ng

of DNA from a total of Aug,

0

36

0

434

0

5

3

103

0

348
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genome and is present at the single-copy level " This

indicates that integrated plasmid DNA should be able to be

rescued using the same cloning procedure assuming that the

integrated plasmids have not lost any sequences necessary for

transcription and/or replication in E. co1Í"

3"320 Plasmid Rescue of Recombinant Plasmids

Several approaches were taken in attempting to rescue

recombinant plasmids containing human DNA from the clonal

populations. Cloning with XbaI and selecting on kanamycin

was the main approach.

cloning with BamHI and selecting on kanamycin" The third

approach involved cloning with either of these two enzymes

and selecting on ampicillin" An amalgam of the last approach

involved doing a partial digest with BamHI and a complete

digest with XbaI followed by selection on either of the two

ant ibiot ics .

followed by selection on either of the two antibiotics was

also used. From these various cloning approaches some

The next most used approach was

recombinant plasmids were obtained" Plasmids that were

produced via any of the cloning attempts that used XbaI were

taken as being potentially recombinant if they contained an

XbaI site si-nce pRSVneo does not contain an XbaI site (see

Complete and partial digests with Bgl I I

section on experimental design ) . Plasmids from colonies
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produced by transformation using BamHr or Bglrr restricted
DNA were taken as being potentially recombinant if the colony

only grew on one of the two antibiotics that intact pRSVneo

carried resistance to" Potentially recombinant plasmids were

further anal yzed, by using them as probes against plasmid,

human and hamster DNA.

recombinants contained hamster DNA. Each recombinant ptasmid

has one restrietion site present for the cloning enzyme used.

The fírst recombinant plasmid was designated xl,l and was

Three recombinant plasmids were rescued. At 1 three

4"3kb. This plasmid was rescued four separate times from PP1

DNA" It was rescued using either xbal or BamHI as the

cloning enzyme followed by selection on kanamycin (Table g).

This plasmid did not encode resistance to ampicillin and

contained one XbaI site and one BamHI site.

The second recombinant plasmid was rescued from MP15 DNA

that was partially digested with BamHr and fulIy digested

with xbal, ligated and used to transform DHSo¿ selected on

kanamycin. This plasmid was designated BXL1 and was bkb.

This plasmid did not encode resistance to ampicillin.

The third recombinant plasmid was obtained from an XbaI

cloning of MP15 DNA followed by selection on kanamycin. This



Table I Summary of results
experiments "

Recombinant
Plasmid

XL1

XL1

BXLl

xL2

Cloning
Enzyme

of the cloning

Xbal

BamH I

Xbal /BamH I

Xbal

Plasrnid
size (kb)

4.3

4"3

5.0

5"7

119

C1ona1
DNA used

Note:

PP1,PP2,PPS

PP3

MP1 5

MP1 5

Transformatj-on efficiency for all of the
cloning experiments was 1 x 108 transformants
per microgram of cloning DNA.

Origin of
Foreign DNA

Hamst e r

Hamster

Hamster

Hamst e r
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plasmid was designated xLz, had 1 xbal site and was b.zkb.
This plasmid does not encode resistance to ampicillin.

The three listed recombinant- plasmids were the only
recombinant plasmids obtained from a1l of the separate

clonings of different clonal DNA with different cloning
approaches " xL1 was rescued from a pp clonal DNA sample so

it cannot be proven or disproven that it is an íntegrated
version of pRSVneo from a cell that is part of the pp c1ona1

DNA" This is due to the fact that the PP contains numerous

integrated plasmids so that it is very unlikely that one site
would be detected by southern blotting. Neither of the two

recombinant plasmids rescued from Mp15 DNA (xL2 and BxLl)
correspond 1n size to the band representing the integration
site in MP15 DNA or the band sizes representing the
contaminating plasmid. This indicates that the contaminating
plasmid is not the source of the recombinant plasmids. This

also indicates that if the MP15 DNA sample is contaminated

with Hamster DNA, this contamination is at a level that is
not detectable by southern blotting. Further evidence is
that restriction of MPlb DNA yietds the satellite banding

pattern expected for human DNA. If the Mp15 sample was

contaminated in tissue culture, the contamínation was minimal

as the MPLS ceII population died which it would not do if it
contained significant contamination of immortal hamster



ce11s.

The failure to rescue recombinant plasmÍds contaíning
human DNA may indicate that the vast majority of integrated
plasmids have integrated in suctr a fashion that they are not

rescueable by plasmid rescue" This would be the case if the
integrated plasmids lost sequences necessaïy for plasmid

replication, transcription and,for antibiotic resistance in E.

coli. This loss would have to be extensive in that atl
integrated plasmids would lose some portion of the pRSVneo

sequence. The loss suffered by each integrated plasmid

occurred either before, during and/or after integration into
the human DNA. since the pBR322 origin of replication is not

necessary for propagation in the human ce1 1s it is
conceivable that it may be wholely or partly deleted in some

of the integrated plasmids" This would make it impossible to
rescue these sequences. other integrated plasmids may have

lost the bacterial promoter portion of the LTR and this would

also negate rescue of these plasmids" This loss may be

related to factors within the primary human fibroblast cell
which attack the incoming DNA, since it appears recombinant

hamster pJ.asmids were rescued. from immortal hamster

L2L

fibroblasts "

immortal ized human ce1 1s or other primary human ce1 ls. or
the opposite may be true in that the primary human

These factors may not be present in



fibroblasts may lack

cells or other primary

3.325 Identif lcation of Foreisn

Using XLl, BXL1 or XL2 as a probe against human placental

DNA, PPl DNA and hamster DNA revealed that all three were

recombinant plasmids containing repetitive hamster DNA (Table

8)" This means that either cross-contamination of the clonal

samples occurred in tissue culture or that contamination of

the clonal DNA samples occurred after the DNA was extracted.

It is likeIy that the contamination occurred in tissue

DNA on Recombinant Plasmíds

factors that àTe

human cel 1s "
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found in the immortal

culture as a

transfected with

transfected.

hamster fibroblast cell line was also

pRSVneo at the same time as the DCF was



4.000 DISCUSSION

4.005 General Discussion of This Pro.iect and

The aim of this project was to transfer a selectable gene

into primary human fibroblasts and then rescue some of the

integration sites " Transfer of the selectable gene was

accomplished and DNA was obtained from polyclonal and monoclonal

populations. However, recombinant plasmids containing human DNA

were not obtained. This project and its results as they pertain

to relevant literature is discussed below.

Literature pertaining to this Pro.iect "

4 "7O0 Transfection.

Transfection of DCF with pRSVneo produced a transfection

efficiency of L.67x10 -5 transfectants per recipient cel I when

sodium butyrate was added to the celIs immediately after the

glycerol shoek. The transfection efficiency dropped 10-fold when

the protocol normally used in our laboratory was used" Norma1ly,

the sodium butyrate was added 4 hours after DNA addition to the

cel 1s. The only transfection efficiency reported in the

literature for calcium phosphate mediated transfection of primary

723

human ce1 ls was 1x10 -5 (Gorman et. al. , 1983 ) . Gorman et. al .



glycerol-shocked their transfected ce11s 4 hours after DNA

addition and added sodium butyrate immediately after the

glycerol shock. In the present experiment the sodium butyrate

was added immediately after the glycerol shock since the

glycerol shock is purported to facilitate the entry of the

plasmid across the cel I membrane, it made more sense to

attempt to increase the rate of transcription within the ce11

after the glycerol shock and not before" Since the transient

expression assay indicated that both DNA exposure times gave a

significant transfection efficiency, the DNA exposure time of

24 hours was chosen as this allowed a sodium butyrate exposure

time of 72 hours for the protocol in which sodium butyrate was

added 4 hours after the DNA was added" Additionally, Corsaro

and Pearson had shown that a DNA exposure time of 24 hours was

optimal for an efficient transfection (Corsaro and Pearson,

1981 a) .

Stable transfection of primary human fibroblasts is a

risky proposition due to the short lifespan of primary ce11s"

As a result, few studies involving stable transfection of

primary ceIls have been attempted" lvlost studies using prímary

ce11s have involved transient expression studies and/or the

general parameters of a gene transfer method.

724

study gene transfer and gcne expression. Studies of this nature

Palmer et. al. (L987 ) usecl primary human fibroblasts to



are limited due to inefficient gene transfer techníques and to the

short l if espan of the f ibrobl asts . They .wished to deterrnine if

retroviral infection of primary human fibroblasts would be

inhibíted because of the diffeient growth characteristics of

primary human fibroblasts. They discovered that retroviral

transfer will efficiently transfer genes into prirnary human

fibroblasts " This was a 500-fo1d increase over other gene

transfer methods (Palmer et. al. , 7987) " Therefore, in

comparison to the ealcium-phosphate gene transfer technique, the

retroviral infection of primary human fibroblasts appears more

efficient in obtaining clones.

Most of the gene transfer studies have simply measured

transient expression of the transferred gene. Few studies have

studied stable transfection of primary ce11s. Fewer studies have

attempted to do any analysis of the integration sites of the

transferred vector. In their studies Palmer et. a1. attempted to

extract enough DNA from retroviral ly infected primary human

fibroblasts to analyze the integration sites. They obtained DNA

L25

from 3 monoclonal populations.

obtain 2ug from each of 2 of the monoclonal populations and 10ug

from the third (Pa1mer et. aI " , 7987) . In terms of producing

stable clones that survived long enough so that DNA analysis may

be done, it appears the techniques used in this project lvere more

effective than the retroviral infection used by Palmer et. a1.

However, they were only able to



The fact that the retrovíral infection of primary human

fibroblasts by Palmer et. al. (1ggz) was more efficient in
producing clones, but less efficient in producing clones from

which sufficient DNA could be extiacted to be studied is
perplexing" one would expect the technique most toxic to the
cells to produce less clones and 1ess stable clones. This

isn't the case. This may be due to the different cell strains
used in these two studies although once again it seems

probable that the hardier cel I strain would produce more

clones that would live longer. The answer may simply be that
Palmer et" a1" (LgB7 ) used an older cell strain. rf this was

the case then even though more clones would be obtained from

the more efficient gene transfer technique, these clones would

die before the clones obtained in this project simply because

they reached the end of their lifespan sooner. Finalry, thís
comparison is based on one study using each technique " This

is due to the paucity of research in this area" once more

studies have been done in this area, a better comparison of
the studies can be done "

L26

t rans fect ion

obtain stabl

passaged B

analysis of

Brash et aI" (1987) used strontium phosphate-mediated

of

e transfectants. One of these transfectants was

times and enough DNA was extracted to do Southern

EcoRI and BamHI digests of this clonal DNA. Brash

primary human bronchial epithelial celIs to



et. al " (7987 ) felt they were able

transfectants because the transferred DNA

copy number (Brash et" al. , 1987)" The MPs obtained during

this study were generated using the calcium-phosphate

technique and they were passaged betwlen g-72 times depending

on the ÞlP. This is in the same range as that obtained by

Brash et " al " (L987 ) even though the strontium-phosphate

technique is supposed to be less toxic to the celIs than the

calcium-phosphate technique"

difficult since there is just one study per gene transfer

technique and since skin fibroblasts weren't used in both

studies.

I27

to generate stable

integrated at a high

In the present study, stable transfectants were obtained

by calcium phosphate mediated transfection of primary human

skin f ibroblasts. lilost of the transfectants were maintained

in a polyclonal population so that the platíng densities would

not inhibit clone survival " Fifteen monoclonal populations

were initially plated and attempted to be propagated. Eight

of these clones ciied before any DNA was obtained. All of the

remaining 7 clones weîe maintained ín culture for over 30

days. The amount of DNA obtained from these stable

transfectants ranged from 10 to 25Oug. Restriction analysis

was performed on some of these monoclonal DNA populations.

However, a dlrect comparison is

This transfection procedure produced some monoclonal
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populations which survived low plating densities and selection

to enable a greater amount of DNA to be yielded than did the

other transfections of primary cel 1s mentioned in the

I iterature "

Al 1 of the

(Figure 7) "

transfectant was in agreement with other experiments involving

integrated vectors, including studies on primary ce11s (Brash

et. al" , 1987). Other integration sites may have originally

been present in the different MPs. These integration sites

could have contained either functional or nonfunctional

altered forms of pRSVneo in terms of thelr ability to provide

resistance to G-418. These integration sites could have been

deleted through the various rounds of replication. OnIy those

ce1ls that contained functional altered plasmids or altered

plasmids that integrated at à site where they were under the

control of a cellular transcriptional apparatus would survive"

MP DNAs contain 3 or less integration sites

The 1ow number of integration sites per

4.200 DNA Mappins of C1onal Populations.

The

to have

were aI

except

integrated plasmids of MP DNAs

integrated at_ approximately the

1 within 1áige (greater than

for the 7 " Okb fragment in MPz

and PP4 DNA were shown

single-copy level and

15kb) XbaI fragments

(Figure 7) " The fact
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that all of the iniegraied plasmids were contained within

relatively large XbaI fragments is not unexpected as XbaI is

an infrequent cutter within the human genome. Integrated

plasmids were shown to have suffered deletions (Figures 7 &,

8)" Deletions within vectors have been documented, as has

s ing I e-copy

these phenomena follow beIow"

integration "

vector molecule may undergo end-modification and fragmentation

After transferring

as well as recombination with other vector molecules and host

molecules before integrating

(Brouillette and Chartrand, L9BT), (Anderson et. a1. , L982).

This interaction leads to recombination between the

interacting molecules before and during integration. Both

homologous and nonhomologous recombination have been shown to

occur between transfected vector molecules and betrveen vector

molecules and host DNA. Most of this recombination has been

shown to be nonhomologous (Roth et " al . , 1985 ) , (BrouiI lette

ancl Chartrand, 1987)" The host molecules involved in the

Some of the

vector into

studies documenting

recombination may

and Fried, 1986,

integrated plasmid

transfecting plasmid

(If¡ake et al.

recipient ce11, a

be fi11er, spcDNA or chromosomal (VJilliams

l{iberg et . al .

is often

1985 ) ,

, 1986). Consequently, the

an altered form of the
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Postintegrational events (deletions, âDplifications or

rearrangement of viral or cellular DNA) have been documented.

Hwang and Kucherlapati (f983) studied the integration site of

SV40 genomes in a transformed human fibroblast line" They

found that multiple normal and defective sv40 copies were

integrated in tandem at a site in chromosome 7 " The

researchers felt the different multiple copies of SV40 \ryere in

tandem array before integration.
between mouse ce11s and the SV40 transformed human fibroblast

they found that the subclones all had the single integration

site. However, they found that although the integrated copies

of SV40 of the subclones were very closely related, they were

not all identical. This indicated to the researchers that

fol lowing the initial

at the integration site

or rearrangement of

Kurcherlapati, 1983).

Two other studies demonstrating deletions involved the

DEAE-dextran technique " In the first study, SV40 DNA was

transferred into the monkey kidney cv1 ce11 line. The sv40 DNA

suffered about one break every 5-1skb and approximately Lí-zoT,

of the DNA exhibited end modification which involved addition

or deletion of less than 25bp" This damage should be common

to all DNA transferred by the DEAE-dextran technique as it

By generating hybrid cells

integration event, the viral sequences

are unstable and this can lead to loss

viral and ceI lular DNA (Hwang and



occurred before viral replication (IVake et. aI" , 1984)"

In the second study involving the DEAE-dextran technique

plasmid shuttle vectors were transfected into human, mouse and

simian ceI 1s. Approximately l% of the plasmids contained

mutations, the majority of which were base substitutions and

deletions (Lebkowski et. a1" , 1984).

plasmids has been documented (Czernilofsky et. a1. , 1985)"

However, there is I itt 1e documentation for single-copy

The phenomenon of structural 1y altered integrated

integration. The documentation that does exist details the

integration at the single-copy level of viral DNA fragments

(Pel1icer

were found that documented integration of structurally altered

plasmids at the single-copy 1eve1. Most of the studies

concerning integration of input DNA indicate that the plasmid

et. aI . , I97B; I?igler et. al" , 1977) " No studÍes
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DNA usual ly

Folger et.

the current study as this study used the calcium-phosphate

technique to transfer pRSVneo without carrier DNA, into

integrates in tandem (Czernilofsky et. a1. , 1985;

primary human f ibr-obIasts.

al. , 1982). This does not negate the results of

produced in this manner in these cel Is has not been attempted

before so there is no study to which à direct comparison may

be made Also, since no carrÍer

Analysis of integration sites

DNA was used it is more
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likeIy that the eventual integrants would have been subject to

more enzymatic attack and recombination with spcDNA than would

DNA transfected along with carrier DNA: This might account

for the altered state of the integrated DNA and the fact that

it was not present in multiple-copy number.

Whether the alteration of the vector DNA is before,

during or after integration is not important as far as this

study is eoncerned" What is pertinent to this study is

whether or not alteration including deletion of integrated

vectors has been shown to occur in other studies" Although

the extent of vector deletion in other studies is low compared

to that found in this project, there are reasons to account

for this.

Not aII of these demonstrations of alterations within a

vector use primary cells as the gene recipients or use the

calcium-phosphate technique for gene transfer. Therefore,

although these studies demonstrate the phenomenon of vector

deletion, they cannot be directly compared to the deletions of

pRSVneo found in this study. However, it is not unreasonable

to expect deletions and other changes to DNA transfected by

the calcium phosphate technique in general and as used in this

study. Just as in many of the gene transfer techníques, the

DNA transfected by the calcium phosphate technique must

/
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traverse the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm where it is subject

to attack from nucleases and to recombinational events with

filler or spcDNA" Specifically, in this study carrier DNA was

not used and primary ceIls were transfected" Carrier DNA acts

to protect the transfecting DNA from cellutar attack simply by

the fact that carrier DNA is in excess and therefore takes the

brunt of the attack from nucleases and fi11er or spcDNA.

Without the carrier DNA there is no shield except for the

calcium-phosphate complex.

into primary human fibroblasts has not been studied, the

capability of primary human fibroblasts to alter transfecting

DNA is not known. This is a worthwhile direction for future

studies involving transfection of primary ce1ls.

Additionally, the phenomenon of low-copy integration of

pRSVneo into the genome of the [fPs cannot be directly compared

to other studies" Future studies will hopefully provide more

information on the copy number of plasmids integrated into the

genome of primary cel1s after transfection.

Since integration of plasmid DNA

4.300 Plasmid Rescue.

The next

plasmid rescue "

subsequent use

aspect of the project to be

This includes the restrict

to transform E. coli of the

discussed is the

ion, ligation and

DNA obtained from
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the G-418 resistant clones. No recombinant plasmids

containing human DNA were rescued " Recombinant plasmids

containing hamster DNA were rescued" These recombinant

hamster plasmids are probably due to contamination of the

respective DNA samples. No hamster DNA was extracted, so the

hamster contamÍnation likely occurred in tissue culture when

both hamster and human G-418 resistant clones were cultured.

Cross-contamination of ce11 cultures is well-documented in the

literature (\Tinnacker, 1987), so it is possible that CHVÍ1103

did contaminate DCF"

Based on the rescue of recombinant plasmids containing

hamster DNA, the failure to rescue recombinant plasmids

containing human DNA is probably due to an action of the

recipient normal human fibroblasts on the transfecting

plasmids resulting in a loss of pRSVneo sequences (Figures 7 e.

8).

pRSVneo by ce11ular processes such as enzymatic attack or

recombination is consistent with the Southern analysis of the

Alteration (deletion, addition or rearrangement ) of

integration sites. This alteration of the plasmids could

render them nonrescuable by the plasmid rescue technique.



4 "40O Pro.iect Síenif icance

Although recombinant plasmids containing human DNA have

not been rescued, the experimental methods used in this

project have al I been demonstrated to be working. Even

without the successful rescue of these plasmids, this project

is significant in that the calcium phosphate method has been

altered to allow à high transformation efficiency of primary

human fibroblasts. This was also the first attempt at plasmid

rescue of plasmids integrated into the genome of primary human

fibroblasts" Monoclonal populations of G-418 resistant clones

survived long enough to provide enough DNA that a rough

restriction map could be generated by Southern analysis, which

has not been the case for integration studies ín primary

celIs. This is important as we must learn how and to what

extent foreign DNA is altered when it is introduced into

primary ceIls, if we are to be successful with gene therapy.

Information such as this will help us choose the proper

vectors and the appropriate mode of delivery to specific types
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of ce1 Is " The integrated plasmids were al I found to be

present at the single-eopy level and none of the MP DNAs

contaj-n more than 3 integrated plasmids (Figure 7) "

Future

anal yzing

studies that may

how primary ce1 1s

prove useful would involve

alter' transfected DNA and
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determining the average number of integrated plasmids occur in
each clone in compari-son to DNA from immortal or tumour cells.
To facilitate this type of study, it would be prudent to treat
the primary cells in the following manner. As in this study,
the largest G-418 resistant colonies containing the healthÍest
appearing cells should be grown as monoclonal populations.
The polyclonal populations should consist of b to 1o G-418

resistant eolonies on the assumption that they could better
survive the selection than MPs due to the greater celI density
of the PP and that DNA analysis should pick up the integration
sites. This should occur as most cells would probably not

contain more than a few integrated plasmids. Based on the
results of this study, it is possible that each of the crones

generated would only have a few integration sites as none of
the MPs or PP4 contained more than z integration sites. This

study could use different means of gene transfer such as

electroporation or strontium-phosphate coprecipitation to
determine if this affected the alteration of vectors in the
respective cell types.



5. OOO SUIIMARY:

1. Primary human skin fibroblasts were transfected with
pRSVneo using two modÍfied versi-ons of the calcium

phosphate technique" G-418 resistant clones were

obtained at a transfection efficiency of L.6Tx10-5 and

1.33x10-6 The higher transfection efficiency was at

least equal to that of the highest reported transfection

efficiency of primary cells using the calcium phosphate

teehnique.

2" Polyclonal and monoclonal populations of G-4L8 resistant

clones were gïown in selective media. DNA was extracted

from polyclonal populatj-ons and cells were placed in

frozen storage. Monoclonal populations were grown until

they died. DNA was extracted from the monoclonal

populations just before they died. Seven of the 15

monoclonal populations yielded DNA ranging from 1Oug to

250ug. This is higher than DNA yields from monoclonal

populations of transfected primary ce11s reported by

other researchers.
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3. Southern analysis of 1úP2, MP6, MP10 Mp1b, pp?, pp3 and

PP4 DNA reveals that all have at least 1 sequence that



is hybridized to by iRSVneo and pRSVneo. The iRSVneo

hybridizes more strongly to these sequences than
pRSVneo. These sequences were shown to have been

repllcated in a eukaryotic cell. tnese results are
compatible with these sequences being integration
sites. since iRSVneo hybridizes more strongly than
pRSVneo to these sequences, it appears that the
integrated derivative of pRSVneo has sufferecl
deletions in each case before, while and,/ or after
integrating. The integrated plasmids are all present
at the low-copy level.

southern analysis of the Mplb DNA integration site
allowed a restriction map of the integration site to be

constructed 
"
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5 Three recombinant plasmids containing hamster DNA were

rescued. No recombinant plasmlds containing human DNA

were rescued. The deletions suffered by integrated
pRSVneo were postulated to have resulted in losses of
sequences necessary for replication and/or transcription
in E. coli.
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7 " OOO APPENDIX.

7"100 List of Solutions and Reagents"

1" Actlvation Buffer:
1OmM Tris-HCf (pH 7 "5)
5mM MgC12 6H2O
1mg BSA/ml

2" LO% Blotto:
0.1 e/nl skim milk powder
O.2% sodium azj-de

3. Denaturation Buffer:
0.5M NaOH
1 .5M NaCl

DNase:

5. Glucose Buffer:
25mM Tris HCl (pH 8.0)
1OmM EDTA
50mM Glucose

L5% Glycerol/HBS:
30mI 50% w/v glycerol
50mI 2X HBS
20m1 sterile water

2X HBS (HEPES Buffered SaIine):
28OmM NaCl
SOmM HEPES
1"5mM Na2PHO4 (pH 7"72)

Hybridization Solution :

47% formamide
LO% dextran sulphate
0.5% Blotto
L% SDS
3X SSPE

- 200ug heterologous DNA/ml

LB (Luria Broth):
t)e/1 bactotryptone
5e/I bacto-yeast extract
t}e/ 1 NaCl
pH 7.5

6.

lmglml at -zOoC

7"

L61"

8.

9"



10" 10X Lígase Buffer:

11 " Lysis Buffer:

L2. Lyzozyme Solution:
2Omg Iyzozymefml glucose buffer

13 " Neutralization Solution:
lltf Tris-HCl (pH 8.0 )
1.5M NaCl

L4" 10X Nick Translation Kit:
500mM Tris-HCi (pH 7 "5)
500ug BSA/mt
50mM MgCI26H2O
5OmM p-mercaptoethanol
25uM dGTP
25uM dTTP

15" PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline):
0.137M NaCl
0.003M Kct
0.008M Na2PO4
0.0015M KHzPo4 (pH 7"o)

16" Potassium Acetate Solution:
3M Potassium
5M Acetate

L7 . zOX SSC:

50OmM Tris-HC1 (pH 8"0)
100mM MgC126H2O
100mM DTT
10m[,] ATP

5OmM Tris-HCI (pH8.0)
50mM Glucose
62.5mM EDTA
0.2% Triton-X-l00

Í62

18. S"O.C.:

3M NaCl
0.3M sodium citrate (pH 7.O)

2% Bactotryptone
0.5% Bacto Yeast Extract
1OmM NaCl
2 " Smlt{ KC 1
1OmM lÃgCI26H2O
1OmM MgSO47H2O
20mM Glucose



L9. zOX SSPE:
3.6M NaCl
O.2M EDTA
0.2nî sodium phosphate (pH 7 "0)

20. 5X Stop Buffer:
5OmM EDTA
50% clycerol

2L" TAE (Tris-Acetate Buffer):
40mM Tris-Acetate (pH 8.0)
5mM Sodium Acetate
lmlt{ EDTA

22" TCM:

23" TE:

24

25. Tris-EDTA-NaCI:
0.04M Tris-HC1 (pH 7"4)
lmM EDTA
0.15M NaCl

7.200 List of Abbreviations.

TNE, :

1OmM Tris-HC1 (pH 7.4)
10mM CaCL2
10mM MgCl2

0"01M Tris-HCI (pH 8"0)
O. OO1M EDTA

163

ATP = Adenosine 5' triphosphate
bp = base pairs
BSA = bovine serum albumin
CaPO4 = calcium PhosPhate
cpm = counts per minute
ddH20 = deionized distilled water
DCF = primary human fibrobasts
DTT = dithiothreitol
BDTA = ethylenediaminetetraacetate
g = $Târrì
G-Atg =geneticin
h = hour
HBS =Hepes Buffered Saline
HCl = hydrchloric acid
iRSVneo = 2.3kb BamHl + Hind111 neomycin

0.0lM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0)
0.0lM NaCl
O. OO2M EDTA

insert



iSW50 - 3"lkb Hindlll ínsert
kb = kilobase pairs
krpm = kilorotations per minute
1 - litre
LBK=LB+Kanamycin
m = minute
M = molar
mg = milligram
MgC12 = magnesium chloride
M9SO¿ = magnesium sulPhate
mM = millimolar
m1 = millilitre
MP = Monoclonal Population
NaAcetate = sodium acetate
NaButyrate = sodium butYrate
NaH2PO4 = sodium diPhosPhate
NaOH = sodium hydroxide
ng = nanogram
O.D" = Optical Density
pg = pícogram
PP = Polyclonal Population
s = second
SDS = Sodium dodecyl sulphate
SOCK=SOC+Kanamycin
spcDNA = smaL l polydisperse circular DNA
SSC = salt sodium citrate
Tris = Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane
uCi = microCurie
ug = microgram
ul = microlitre
v = volume
w = weÍght

7 "300 Symbols.

L64

In order to distinguish integrated plasmids from the
contaminating plasmid, bands on blots were 1abe1led with
different symbols " Bands representing integrated plasmids were
denoted ¡V ( , followed by the numbers of the lanes in which the
band(s) occurred" Bands representing the contaminating plasmid
were denoted by @ , followed by the numbers of the lanes in
which the band occurred"

When probing simultaneously with iRSVneo and iSW50' those
bands representing genomic fragments hybridized to by iSW50 were
denoted by W , followed by the numbers of the lanes in which the
band occurred



7 "4OO Definitions.

lVithin the
definitions of
This can lead to

The following definitions illustrate the overlap betweenwhat the two terms describe. Transfection is the transfer ofpure DNA into intact viable higher ce1ls. Transformation isused to describe the transfer of pure DNA into bacteria orhigher cells" Transformation is also used to signify thetransition of higher cells from a normal phenotype to a tumourphenotype (I{innacker, LggT) "

For thís thesis, the transfer of pure DNA ínto highereukaryotic cel 1s wi1 I be referred to as transfection. Thetransfer of pure DNA into bacterial cells will be referred toas transformation. Transformation will also refer to thealteration of a normal cell phenotype to a tumour cellphenotype for a higher eukaryotic ce11. Transfectant willrefer to à recipient ce11 whose phenotype is stably changeddue to the transferred gene.

literature there is an overlap in thethe terms transfection and transforrnation.
confusion as to what is being described.
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